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·· Designated I)riVer 
Program ·kicks .. off 
By Kristen Waelde and According to Valerio the 
Joanne Marino ,' . three-point program is funded 
Ifs 1:30 am~Xou and your by the Parent's Association, 
friendshavejusfenjoyedafun- Dean of Student Affairs Gregg 
filledeveningatoneofthelocal J. Sanborn and theDrugAdvi-
Durham bars. Now it is time to soiy Committee~ and was es-
get home. Is anyone sober? tablished with the assistance 
Was anyone designated to ofHealth Education's Kathleen 
drive? Di~ anyone want to be? Gildea-Dinzeo. 
_. In an attempt to promote The first portion of the 
responsible drinking among program has Durham restau-
students, the new UNH Desig- rant/bars placing educational 
nated Driver Pr,og:r;ani . was , advertisements withi'n the bar · 
kicked off Monday to a crowd of- itself · warn4tg against d~nk 
forty in the Strafford Room of . driving. The ads will also pro-
the MUB. mote the designated driver · 
· The program, initiated by system, where one friend re-
Student Senator N~ncy Valerio· mainssobertoinsuretliesafety 
and UNH ,graduate Rob Rodler, of their other friends and their 
encourages students, faculty·. means of getting home. 
and staff who are plan~ing on · The D_esignated Driver 
driving to refrain from drinlµng Program will provide · the bars 
alcohol. · with the educational posters 
By presenting a "Desig- . and related table ornaments, 
nated Driver" card, the cus- to-be read by customers, Val-
tomer may receiv~ free non- erio said. 
alcoholic beverages from par- Valerio described the sec-
ticipating businesses. · ond.pointoftheprogram, wh~re . 
V alerto, student represen- d~sig~ated drivers are given free 
tative for the Durham · Town non-alcoholic . drinks by par-
Coq.ncil, said the town was . ticipating establishments pres-
. receptive. to the plan. She said · ently including: Benjamin's, 
the idea was in response -to the Nick's, Gloiy Daze, the Wildcat 
alrohol-related car accident and Tin Palace . . 
which occurred last"'-s~mester General . designated driver 
resulting in the death of a UNH 
female. · 
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With the new UNH Designated Driver Program. scenes like 
this will become 'more common. (Mike Pamha!Jl photo) 
The library system has seen drastic personnel changes of late. (l\fike Parnham photo) 
Changes · shock · library . staff 
By .Barb Briggs-. 
Revelations of mote in-
stance_ of abuse on campus 
came to light this week. This 
time the · abuse was adminis-
trative, not phy~ical. · · 
Becky Marden has been 
Physi~s liprarian for seventeen 
years. She was fired, effective . 
December 1. 
Debbie Watson, associate 
professor and head research 
librarian since 1985, was also 
demoted· to · Physics . librarian 
(65% time)· and special proj- . 
ects. 
Ruth Katz, head librarian, 
is responsible for the Libraiy' 
and personnel changes in it. 
She had little to say about the 
dismissals. 
"I don't discuss person-
. · nd," :Kqtz said. "Eyeiyone is 
entitled to his privacy ... I don't 
discuss personnel." 
. Marden· reflected on her 
UNH caree:.·. "I went to wo!k for 
the libraiy the day after gradu-
ation," said Marden. "Ninety 
days is the least notice. they 
they gave me" Watson'sout-' . tQtegrity of each unit in Aca-
ward cheerfulness was belied demic Affairs. My 1<>b is to 
by her comment, "'Ihere's noth- ensure that the mission of each 
ing worse they can do to me." unit_ reflects the mission of the 
Onthesurfaceofititwould University and that each. unit 
see;m that this type of abuse peisues its mission vigorously 
would be easier to deal with .. , · . and successfully." . · · · 
Faculty, administrator~ · Spe~g of the Senate-U-
and those that make use of the braiy Committee, Egg~:rs said, 
Physics library·. strenuously "the committee will solicit you 
voiced their concern two weeks _personally for your views on 
· ago in a meeting with Walter tlie library policies, in the 
Eggers, vice president for Aca- context of plans for a new 
demic Affairs. . acquisitions budget, expanded 
The -issues discussed in- automation and new physical 
eluded concern for the person- ... f~cilities. The development of 
nel involved, the rtgh,t to a the Library is the context, also, 
reasonable, logical explanation in which personnel decisions 
of pers<;mnel changes and the will be made in the future." 
rights and privileges of ten- The faculty group and 
ured faculty. other members of the commu-
Eggers responded in a let- nity responded with a barrage 
ter to faculty liaison Mel ofletters to Eggers and to {!NH 
Bobick. The letter reads, in Tn,ii;;tees. A second 
part, "I have reviewed both the meeting which lasted almost 
termip.ation . . . and the reas- , two hours was held yesterday. · 
signm~nt . . . . and I fmd _ no 
cause to intetvene in either 
case." , . . . . "I feel a need to 
affirm the independence and LIBRARY,page
1
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COia, controversy ·create's• ··¢am.pus conflict 
By Colleen Marquis 
Returning students have 
been met with a myriad of 
changes on campus. Probably 
not quite as serious, or even as 
upsetting - to some, as the 
change from Coke to Pepsi. 
There~ has been much 
speculation as to the reasons 
behind the change. Tara Cac-
ciola, a sophomore, thought 
perhaps UNH was trying to 
make a statement about Goke's 
· South African investmenJs. 
"I'm psyched about the change," . 
Cacciola said. 
Others like senior Scott 
Wilson are happy because they 
really like Pepsi better. "I'm a 
Pepsi- man", Wilson said, "I 
was so happy when I saw_ the 
new machines going in this · 
sunimer." 
Some students are not so 
happy with the change and are 
actually; quite upset. "I hate 
Pepsi," said senior Andrea Pi-
zone, "I can't -believe they did · 
this." 
JuniorJ en Leosy is an avid 
Diet Coke . drinker and can't 
understand it. "There should 
be both," she said. 
· David Barkauskas, a sen-
ior, drinks Coke not for the 
taste but because, "Pepsi 
makes a living out of putting 
Coke c;Iown." He feels 
1
strongly 
about these advertising tactics 
and says he will not driIJ,k Pepsi 
just as 'he "will ~ot go to Burger 
King" for the same reason. 
for Student Affairs, money was 
the only issue. 
The University's contract 
with the vendor who used the 
Coke machines expired in May, 
said Zizos. "We con~ucted a 
bids process from all interested 
vendors. We chose to go with a 
different vendor with a lower 
price." 
As is obvious from .the 
change the new vendor just 
happens to use 'Pepsi machines. 
"'Ihe univers,Hy didn't decide to 
change products ... just vendors," 
Zizos said. 
. Students are also up in arms 
regarding the $.05 price increase. 
One can of pepsi costs $. 55. 
Darren Meyers, a junior, said 
he wasn't too fond of the new 
cost. "It's too expensive ... you 
can't get two for a dollar any-
more. . . why is the university 
: thinking more of itself where · 
pepsi may have made a lower 
bid, but the students-are paying 
for the difference?" 
Although Steve ~ppala, a 
sophomore, said the •- recent 
·switch "doesn't keep me up at 
night," Scott Switzer was irate. 
Switzer, a sophomore pre-
med major; believes "It's all a 
commercialist and materialistic 
· scheme to milk the stud~nts of 
more money." 
Th~ sw,ttch had nothing at 
all to do with the product's 
investment in South Africa, or 
consurrier preference or adver-
tising tactics. - According to 
Anthony Ztzos, associate dean 
-In addition, Switzer added 
"the immediate gratification (of 
drinking· the ·refreshment) is 
chilled over by the economic loss. 
• .for the price of one Pepsi you 
can get · almost three R.imen 
noodle soups and they are much 
'better for you - they don't give 
you lip tumors." 
\ , 
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Pepsi machbies have replaced Coke throughout c~pus, bringing with the~ a five 




CBS' Afghanistan_ film 
· real or fake? 
Washington - After six years of increasing fl- New York (UPI) - A. free-lance camenµnan allegedly 
. nancial support, the space-:based . anti-missile staged footage of the Afghan war used in an award-
program .. Star Wars," is facing a declining budget , . winning 1984 series of reports that Dan Rather did for 
and diminishing role in American militaiy plan:.. "The CBS Evening News," a published report said two 
ning. Pressure in Congress to cut the .. Star days ago. The New York Post, quoting military and -
Wars" anti-missile budget has forced the Bush media sources in the United States, Europe and Asia, 
,, Administration to consider accepting a small said footage ofb~ttles and guerilla operations used in 
reduction in the-budget in 1990 asa way to break four broadcasts were faked by cameraman Mike 
· · the Congressional deadlock over the entire Pen- Hoover. · An Afghan rebel who seived as Hoover's 
· tagon · budget, an administrat!on ~fficial said translator during the project, which showed fighting, 
· yesterday. - Pressure to confront the issue of the exploding bombs and commando activities, said the. 
program, formally known as the Strategic De- footage u·sed wa~ entire~y faked, the Post said. CBS 
fense Iniative, came Tuesday ~er the Senate officials said they w.ere looking into the report. · 
' voted to cut the program's budget by about $900 
million. 
. · Hugo aid begins -
. Charleston, S.C. (AP) -Thousands of Hurricane . 
House edges toward 
capital gains vote 
Hugo's victims lined up Wedenesday and Thurs-
day for food, clothes and building supplies while - Washington (AP) · - The House, edging toward a 
officials pleaded with the Bush Administration to _ decision on cutting capital"'gains-truces, Wedenesday 
cut federal red tape and get aid to stricken areas. stripped from a big deficit reduction bill a provision 
Goods rolled in from all over the country nearly - over company-financial pension plaps. The provi-
a week after the worst hurricane to hit South sion, which would have required that the trustees 
Carolina in three decades rampaged through the controlling' single-employer pension plan~ Qe work-
state. Twenty-nine people died in the United ers, was removed from the budget bill oil a 2-50-173 
States, 18 of them in South Carolina when Hugo vote. Republica~s. voted almost solidly against it. · 




with obscene art bill 
Washington (AP) - Congressional negotiators 
wrestled Wedenesday with w:hether the govern-
. ment should firiance exhibitions of art some 
people consider obscene, reaching no solution 
but revealing clues about the direction they are 
headed. House and Senate bargainers planned 
to resume their efforts yesterday to find a com-
promise to a measure proposed by Senator Jesse 
Helms, R-N.C., and passed by the-Senate, bar-
ring federal subsidies for "obscene or indecent 
material," or works that offend members of any -
race, :religion or sex. One of the controvercial 
grants supported an exhibit that included a _pho-
tograph by Andres Serrano of__,a Christ figure 
·submerged in ajar of urine._ The other included 
Robert Mapplethorpe photographs depicting 
. homosexual acts and the genetalia of children. 
, 10 killed in Grand 
Canyon plane-crash 
Tusayan, Ariz. (AP) -A sightseeing plane crashed 
into a wooded hill near the Grand Canyon Air-
port onWedenresday killing 10 people and injur-
. ing the other 11 people aboard. The aircraft's 
- wings were sheared off by tall Ponderosa pines 
but some passengers survived because the fuse-
lage of the de Havilland Twin Otter remained 
largely intact; said Sheriff Joe Richards. The two 
crew members were killed, he said. 
-Message conveyed tOdrug abusers 
_By Heather Grant Not only have the prob- those students which they sus-
pect are abusing drugs or alco-
hol. It also showed ways to 
help them. 
Picture the scenario; it's a lems of drug and alcohol abuse , 
Wednesday morning and you · effected the lives of many UNH 
walk into your 11 :00 cl,ass students, but it is becoming 
wearing the clothes you slept more evident that faculty, staff 
inandapairofdarl~sunglasses. _ and advisors'are in a position 
Gildea- Dinzeo addressed 
the statistics of users on the 
UNH campus as well as na.:. 
tionally. She stated that 85% 
of UNH students drink, and 
that about 90% of all crimes at 
UNH are alcohol related. 
You haven't brushed your to help before use becomes 
hair yet and this 'is -the first · abuse. -
time you've been to this class · ' As part of Drug and Alco-
. in a week and a half. You hol Awareness week, David 
stumble to a seat in the back of Cross, PhD, directorofthe UNH 
the room where you put your , Counseling Center, and Kath- Ac.cordtng to Gildea-
Dinzeo, it is :estimated that of 
all the students who drop out 
of UNH• over 1 /3 of those are 
because of substance abuse. 
. head down on the desk and -leen Gildea-Dinzeo, assistant 
driftawayintoyourown world. diredorofHealth SeIVices lee-
After class your professor tured on the subject of"Identl-
asks to speak to you in his fying and Approactiing Drug 
office and you expect a lecture · Troubled Students" last Tues-
on all of your unexcused ab- day in the MUB. 
"Most people, when they 
see that alcohol or drugs are 
interfering with their life, will 
change their habits and make 
adjustments," said Gildea-
senses in the past lwo weeks. The program was open to 
You sit down in the comfort- the entire university commu-
able leather chair in your nity. It was directed towards 
professor's_ office and that's faculty. and staff and _ dealt 
when he asks, "Do you have a mainly with ho~ to recognize 
drinking problem?" 
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Drinking: ~ substitute Jor boredom 
I ._ 
By Eileen McEleney 
You've seen the beer com-
mercials with sta~ like Joe 
Piscopo· and the other ex-fa-
mous athletes and actors. They . 
- make us laugh, but what they 
really do . is glorify drinking. · 
Society claims that it is okay to : 
drink. 
That is what the thirty 
students ''that gathered with 
than we had given H," sald kan, ·an undeclared freshman. 
Dinzeo. "It's a common thing I hear on 
"Our attitudes and values campus-. That it's boring. That 
are impacted byvarious things, · there is not enough to do, ".said 
good and_bad, our upbringing, Dinzeo. Later Dinzeo said that 
other people, and our society," there are enough activities on 
said Dinzeo. -campus, but the students just _ 
But, peer pressure is not don't know about them. 
as bad as it was in high school, Drinking is _ the "social 
·. said Adam Cohen, freshman lubricant", said Dinzeo.· ' It 
Psychology major. . makes it easier to interact with 
Drinking is also a way to an individual and not be so 
alleviate boredom . ... ~"Th~re's self- conscious." . 
- Kathy Gildea-Dinzeo, associ-
ate directof ,of health studies, 
at Hunte~ !jail Tuesday;' con~ 
. eluded. When Gildea-Dinzeo 
asked if there was anyone there 
that thought that gdtlng drunk 
once in a while was not okay, -
no one answered. 
_ )19t}ling pe,tf'erto do, .. ~ai~aJ.!Y . ~lt'·s easkr to talk to people 
Kalisz. freshman. mechanical afte;you've had a couple, ·said 
engineering. There are not Kaliz. One to two drinks _ is 
many activities on campus, and sociala,ble.~ . _. . 
"This is one of the -reasons 
why the beer and llquior ad-
vertising are under attack by 
by Surgeon General Koop, said 
Dinzeo. ' 
'We really need to get ad-
vertising off the tv because .it 
has a much stronger influence 
if yoti don't have a car you are Dinzeo hopes that these 
really limited to what you can discussions help at least one 
do. The buses don't ·run all person. "Ourfocuson terms of 
night, said Kalisz. · . education is to provide infor-
"I live in New York City, mation to you. To help you 
and kids drink every weekend. make healthy decisions for life-
There's plentyofdiversitythere. style choices. I believe if we 
Theyjust want to do it. There help at least one student then 
is_ so much to do there without . it is worth it," said Dinzeo. 
drinking," said Jon~than Bur-
Kathleen Glldea-Dinzeo speaks to an att~ntlve crowd during Drug and AlcQbol. ~wareness 
Week. (Ed Sawyer photo) ---._ · 
. Legalization of drugs debated 
By Laura A. Deame 
· The Senate room of the . 
MUBwas the battl~group.9-yes-
terday as the ' UNH Debate 
Society fought .eloquently with 
words. The topic: Should the 
Unite9 States legalize drugs? 
.The opening st;;itements in 
support of legality were given 
by Dave Corbin. His main point 
· was that illegality hasn't curbed 
drug use, but has inactuality 
"done nothing but promote 
druguse." "We'relosingmoney 
·trying to fight the drug war -
the monies we save could be 
used for_ drug education," 
added Corbin. 
Senator John F. Keny, who 
spoke last Monday in the MUB~ 
was quoted by The New Hamp-
shire - on the topic of drugs. 
Kerry spoke in reference to 
· PresidentReagan's 1988state-
. ment that "enormous prog-
ress has been made in the war 
on drugs." Kenywas quick to 
add "Frankly, alotofuslooked 
in bewilderment and said 
"What's he· talking about?" 
Corbin was inspired by 
Kerry's comment, for he stated .· 
; that education along with le-
- gality "is ~a better way to 'fight 
drug use." 
Michelle Martindell, rep~ 
resenting the opposing side 
to the issue, began arguing . 
by addressing the . problem 
the government will have con-
trolling drug use, if it ever 
became legal. 
"If you legalize these drugs, 
they'll be easier to get. Who 
·will say when or where people 
. can use them?" Martindell 
mentioned the problem of con-
trolling drug use in the 
worl{place, ·. along with the 
dangers of having he~vy 
equipment operators 
DEBATE, PAGE 7 
Children of alcoholic 
parents.· express distres·s . 
By Roi Alouois 
"My father was an. alco-
holic. He and.his friends drank 
· every weekend. I pretty much 
expe'cted the craziness that 
occurred. I thought it :was nor-
mal. I thought it was how 
adµlts played;" . 
"My father is an alcoholic. 
He makes it a point to be up 
when I get home, to be a pain. 
He's emotionally abusive. I cry 
all night." 
_ These. were just a few 
. comments , from ,the partici-
pants at the "Adult Childrep of 
Alcoholics~ seminar held Wed-
nesday at the MUB. ~d by 
group leaders "Maggie" and 
"Peter", many important is-
sues were discussed during 
_ the hour long session. 
Nowadays, when three out 
of five children have alcoholic 
aouse in their famil~es, it is < 
not something to be taken 
lightly. People have to know 
that their feelings are not 
unusual; they're simply a 
product of their upbringing. 
One stud~nt here at UNH 
said, "I feel like it was my 
fault. I felt like he was drink-
ing because of something I 
had done." 
Peter replied, "I . figured 
out a long time ago that I 
didn't cause it and I can't cure 
it. It's not your fault." 
The adult children talked 
about some of the emotional' 
consequences of their parents' 
1 alcoholic behavior. They all 
agreed that a senije of self-
esteem and self-love was what 
was lacking the most. 
Maggie said, '!be light will 
CHILDREN. PAGE 7 
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WORLD NEWS 
Soviet applications for 
visas flood U.S. 
Moscow - Despite well-advertised refo'rms 
by Mikhail S. Gorbachev·s Kremlin, Sovi(?t citizens 
are applying to leave the country in record num-
bers - only to find that their newest difficulty 1~ 
finding a new home in the West. A senior embassy 
official said here Wedenesday that applications to 
leave for the United States have reached "ava-
lanche" proportions. A~ current rates, the em-
bassy could get as many as 300,000 applications. 
by October 1, but will only be able to provide about 
80.,000 visas. Among those wanting to leave the 
Soviet Union and are applying for emigration to the 
United States are hundreds of Jews, Annenians . 
and Pentecostalists. 
· H~gary pa~ses law 
, on free speech 
Germ.ans press 
· ·demands to en1igrate 
Prague - Hundreds of East Germans ignored 
spreading illne~s and pouring r~ Wedenesday as 
they crowded into the West German Embassy corn- • 
pound to -press their demands to emigratre to the 
West,. "I leave here only to the West or in a coffm," said 
one woman. The East German government Tuesday 
offered them emigration with impunity within six 
months if they would return home, bu~ only 1 77 
persons accepted the offer. 
Canada haven for_ 
laundering · 4rug money · 
Washington - Canada is becoming a m~jor 
haven for laundering illegal drug profits from the 
United States, law-enforcement authorities from both 
countries say. A report made public yesterday said 
Budapest - Parliament adopted a law hundredsqfmillionsofdollarsaremovingannuallyto 
Wedenesday giving people the right to express Canadian banks from the United States to avoid 
opinions ·or advocate political and social change American banking laws intended to curb such acq.vi-
further expandirtg freedom of speech in advance of ties. The report, done by the Drug Enforcement Ad- · 
multi-party elections planned for next year. The ministration and the Royal Canadian Mounted Po-
bill and a related amendment to the criminal pro- lice. also added that sieztires by border authorities of 
cedure law are part of a package of legislation de- large amounts of cash are increasing at a rapid pace. 
signed to bring Hunga:ry's laws in line with moves · 
toward a pluralistic system and with international · 
covenants on human rights. 
WOMEN: 




Soviet sp~ceport -open · 
to fo_.eigners 
Plesetsk Space Center, U.S.S.R. (AP) -The 
Soviet Union ended decades of secrecy yesterday 
by opening the world's busiest spaceport to for-
eign Journalists and revealing one of the worst dis-
asters of the space age - an explosion of a Vostok 
rocket during fueling that killed 50 _people in 
. 1980. "The Russians have dug so deep into their · 
ftle of secrets that they1re revealing things we've 
never heard whispers of before," James E. Oberg, 
an expert on the Soviet Space program based in 
Houston, said in a telephone interview. The base 
was founded in 1957 as a top secret launch site for 




Johannesburg - The city of Johannesburg 
opened a swimming pool and recreational center 
to all rac~s yesterday and proceeded with plans to 
desegregate buses. The city·s action came after 
the Johannesburg city Council decided Tuesday 
to eliminate- remnants of what is called "petty 
apartheid" there. The council voted after a survey . 
among the city's 211.000 white voters showed 
general approval for such a move. · 
Basic Self-Defense 
( 
Monday, ~)ctober 2nd, 8:30 pm- Strafford Room, MUB 
\ 
Wednesday, October 4th, 8:30 pm - ·Granite State Room, MUB 
***FREE.***. 
.Take Charge of Your Bqdy-Leam to 
Sponsorei_6y Stuterit Senat~ 
Defend It! 
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RecOveriri:g:'ciOdicts' liVe life in>twelve steps ·. 
~ ~~ .~ .. 
By Jonathan Arthur addiction and the pain involved, re~overy is · sorting out your 
· · ,· · ·"If you are addicted to said Melillo. · They stay ~- feelings, facing youf'.self, , and 
somethi!J.g you are -not free. . cause it's a road to growth, she · dealing with what you_~ee. 
.addictions kill the spirit and added. · _ _ Melillo said the first step 
the body." _ _ _ _ . . Addiction is a ~epend- is admitting that one i~ power-
These sentiments ·and '. ·ence·thatcreates a loss of free- less over the addiction: .. Uhas 
ot4ers were addressed ¥C?ster-. dom .. . The Twelve Steps help . :r;nade th_eir life uninanageabli, 
dax_ by Donna Melillo as spok~ the individual bring the addic- The · person . admits · tliat they 
about '1.'he Twelve Steps" to ·a tion under control, thus re- have an addiction, and that 
small crowd in the M.U.B. gaining con_trol of their _ life, ·they need help. ·· · 
The.Twelve Steps are a set ,9 ccording to Melillo. - ·Working through the · 
of gU:idelines used by Alcohol,;:: A focus of the steps is steps, one at a time, is a life-
ics.Anonymous.;indmanyother . lea:ming to make a decision long · ambition;· ~w~ are in a 
groups dealing with addtction. and_ sticking with it.-- . . culture where~ evefything is 
The steps are not a -rewatcd or "YOU camiot be pas:.. fast, ">she said. ·-she-stressed .. 
punishment system,- but are ·a ··, sive and grow," said Melillo'. · that tising the steps is:,riot' like-
guid~ to a way of life. . . "To get somewhere you have to this, for each must be taken · 
'1'he Twelve Steps are take control oryour life·and not 'slowly at, the individuals· own 
really a 'plan of living," said expect divine intervention. How speed. 
Melil}o. '· " · well you do depends on how ~Twelve Steps is about 
People go to Twelve Step willing you ate to work on it." choice; and being able to make 
. Programs initially to combat - _.. · •. - According to Melillo, .. choice~." sh~ said. 
Students learn .skills in leadership proi}ram· 
By J'ohn Doherty . , tions,.; cites Lawing. 
·Tomorrow's student Jead- . -The membership, although 
ers are honing their leader:. consisting mainly of freshmen 
ship ·'_skills and m~king valti.- and sophomore_s, is open to all 
ablecontacts today through a "Uriive:rsit:y, sludents. 
fledgling program at UNH. ,Junior Nancy Valerio, 
- The .Emerging Leadership student representative on the 
Prograip is aimed at c_ultivat- Town Council, and a member 
ing leadership skills in stu- · of the Student' Senate, Peer 
dents at UNH. It features lee- Education Program and is also 
tures and workshops concern- a returning member of .the 
ing topics . such as public Emerging Leadership Program . 
. speakfr1g, , active listening, Valerio .claims the program · 
dealing with cQntlicts and in- ''was very valuable in helping 
ter-personal skills:; . . her adjust to the responsibili-
According -to Ann Lawing, ties of her positi0ns. 
chaii'.woman of the Leadership "I think it was go.od to es-
.· Edubation Committee, "the tablish early relations with the . 
goal ·of the .Emerging Leader- administration and the people 
ship P~ogram is to get people __ -- you .are going to be working . 
involved in leadership posi- with," said Valerio. "It made it 
tions in the University Com- easier to accomplish · the new 
munity ... ninety-five percent tasks." · · · 
oflast year's participants have Sop;homore Paul Beaulieu, 
gone on to leadership posi- also a member of the -Student 
Senate, believes that although 
·the lectures are ·lielptt'..tl in 'ob-
taining leadership skills, it was 
the contacts made in the pro-
·gram that were most valuable. 
"I think the coming together 
of people who really wanted _to 
. do something on campus and 
make a difference was a real . 
encouragement," Beaulieu 
added. 
Both Valerio and Beaulieu 
recommended the program to 
any student interested in lead-
ership: 
"It teaches you to be a bit · 
more hun..ble," said Beaulieu~ 
"You are working for a common 
goal and your vision of how 
· things should be is' not always 
right." 
According to Valerio•, "it 
teaches you how to best use 
leadership skills." 
· 1 LIBRARY, 
L------~c~o~n~ti~n.::::.U:.:ed~fr:;_:;o:;..::;m~p:..:;:·a.-g~e...;;:' 1~-------:--::----:--
- A broad cross-section ~f changes in the library that we a colleague be forced to be 
the CaI!).pus community at- don't understand," he said. transferred to a position con-
tended ·· inclµding gr~duate .. We're looking for explanations traty to her expertise when no_ 
student and research users and don't seem to be~ able to . convincing reasons are giv~n 
of the Physics library, admin- find them. There's a basic J for the tr_ansfer?" 
. istrators, and senior faculty. - misunderstanding." · Betty LeCompagnon, ex-
from Music, · Physics, Sociol- · "1be overw~elmtn,g thing ecutive ~irector of Computing , 
ogy\ History, the Whittemore that .people said," said English and Information Sysiems said, 
School, Cornmmµcations, and · professor Andy Merton, "was "as-head of a service organiza;:: 
Mathematics. that they thought they had lost , tion I do feel strongly that we 
After the meeting faculty a great resource in the library~"· are here to serve faculty needs. 
expressed their concerns Merton spoke of his own , What happens .next? All 
about the people.and/the is- interactioµwi·thWatson, "I have facultywhoexpressedanopin-
used Debbie repeatedly very ion indicated that1 they believe 
often on very short notice and the issue i~ still open. "What 
she's never let me down." happe_ns depends on the re-
sues. 
John Dawson, professor _ 
of physics, said that the uni-
versal cause of frustration was 
lack' of rational information. 
"1bere ate personnel · 
"It makes no sens~." said sponse of vice president 
Melvin Bobick, ·professor of Eggers," -said-Bobick, "it's on-
_Psychology. "1be issue is, can going ... it's a pro,~ess." 
Two _ wo1nen _ tell -of long history as librarians 
By Barb Briggs 
Controversy is swirling 
around the library. At the heart 
of the controversial are two 
hardworking, dedicated women 
held in affection and respected 
- by those: who know and work 
with them~ 
Seventeen of Becky 
Marden's nineteen years with . 
the library have _been as · Phys-
ics ·-librarian. Her familiarii¥ 
with the library is consider-
able. 
· After December 1, Marden 
will be looking for another job. 
She was fired by University 
Librarian, Ruth Katz. · 
In 1981 Debbie Watson 
moved to Reference ·and in 1985. 
she -became Htad R.eference 
Librarian. Now'._ she has been 
demoted to· Physics librarian 
(65% time) · and special proj-
ects. According to Watson, 
"there's noiliingworse they can· 
do to Irie." 
Marden earned a Bachelor 
of Arts from UNH 19 years ago. 
Her service on libracy staff 
beg~n the day after her gradu-
ation, but she also 
LIBRARY 2. page 12 
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,DEADLINE: Club and organization registration for formal · 
recognition. Room 126, MUB, Student Activities . - . -
Programming, 862-1001. 
WEL~SS FAIR: MUB, 11 _a.m. to 4 _p.m._ 
PRESENTATION: "Co-Dependency,"._.JoyRoddy Downs, 
Ph.D., S~f Psyc~ologist; UNH Counseling Center. -
~ Hillsborough/Sullivan--Room,. MUB; noon. : , .. · , 
'i . • f,; • w ~ o}. j '; , -~. "'.t.,.. ;i, • , ' -'~ ,. I 
P}\RIY:·: Sigma Alpha Epsilon', Fraternity, : Reggae . ba-ntl, , 
:volleyball, food and drtnks.;,7 to 1-1,p.:m. . ~- ·. ·· ~ ; 
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 30-
R0SH HASHANAH . 
-UNH FALL HORSE TRIALS: Competitors from New 
_ England riding in dressage, _ cross country jurnping and 
stadium jumping. tests. Green Acres Stables, Drew Road, 
Dover, 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. · · · ~-
WOMENS SOCCER: vs. Providen~e. 2 ·P,~:IJ;l.•.:,:t" 
. : '. ~ 
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 1 
UNH FALL HORSE TRIALS: Competitors from New . 
E~gland riding -in dressage, cross country jumping and · 
stadium jumping contests. UNH Horse B~s, 8 a.m. to 4 
p.m. 
BASEBALL: vs. St. Anselm, noon. 
MUSO FILM: "Au Revoir les Enfants." Stafford Room, 
MUB, 7 and 9:30 p.m. 
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 3 
CAREER DAY: Meet with over 60 employers. Granite State 
~oom, MUB, 10 a.m. to 2_ p~m. ;;, : . ·,, f _ 
FINE ARTS LECTURE: James. s .. Ackerman, · .. origins· of the 
.Picturesque.in America, "1835-1858." Room A2J2, Paul · 
Arts, 7:30 p.m. 
FACUL1Y LECTURE SERIES: "Liberty, Equality arid 
Fraternity: The Divisive .Heritage of the French Revolution," 
Janet Polasky; Assoc. Professor o~History. Alumni Center, 
4J\, ~ 
.
r:Pr ;, J;)·~ 
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On .. -The · Spot 
What do you think about the re-emergence of the 
KKK in New Hampshire and on the UNH campus? 
"I wouldn't think that it would be in 
the _New Hampshire area. That's freaky. 
That's horrible. The worst thing to do is to 
come to a coUege campus and segregate it." 
"Of course, I'm totally against it, 
but seeing how New Hampshire has 
such a large w4:ite population, I see it as 
a def mate possibility. People that go to 
a University should realize how wrong it 
is." 
"I think it's terrible that people 
can be so ignorant still. I don't think 
that it is the image that UNH should 
have. It's already so conservative. 
''.I totally disagree with it. l feel that 
if people are so into white sup~macy 
they can leave the country. They don't 
have to come here. I've been in the 
service for three years and I don't think 
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Friday, 6 pm and g·pm 
Saturday, 6 pm and 9 pm 
Sunday, 4 pm 




Strafford Room in the MUB 
$1 Students 
OFCi-lRisr· 
. $2 9\&n-Students 
. I 
· presented 6y: 
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Anonynious man offers $1,000 
By Kelly Nickerson 
Captain Michael Golding' 
' of the Durham Police Depart-
ment would like to remind the 
· UNH community of the $1,000 
reward still available to anyone 
possessing information which 
could lead to arrests in two 
currently unsolved sexuql as-
saults. 
tributed by a local business-
man who has requested to 
remain anonymous. 
Golding ha~ stated that 
there is still an "active investi-
gation on both cases" in prog-
ress. He stressed the need' of 
support and help from the 
. community in the progress of 
both cases. · 
The assaults, one listed as , If you have. any informa-
an attempted rapeand theother tion, no matter how insignifi-
as rape,1 occu:r;ed early this carit, regarding these cases, 
semester on Friday September please contact the Durham 
8 Police Department at 868-
The reward has been con- 2324. 
I 
DEBATE, . 
continued from paj!e 3 
or·air tra111c controllers work-
ing under the influence of nar-
cotics. 
Martindell also stated that 
insurance rates would in-
crease, due to what her side 
believes would be an increased 
need for rehabilitation of drug 
users. " It costs on an average 
of 8 to 10,000 dollars for a 28 
day (rehabilitation) program," 
she said. 
_Dan Prats, who·copartnered 
Corbin on the affirmative 
stance, was quick to the rebut-
tal. "We are not saying that 
drugs aren't a problem. We 
pose that social and legal con-
trols, similar to those of alco-
hol, should be instilled." 
Prats argued that legaliz-
ing· drugs would create reve-
nue for ·the government 
tl1rough taxes and import fees , 
and these moiITescmtlcl-in-tum 
be used f(?r education and re-
habilitation programs. 
"We need to foster preven-
tion activities ..... It's unrealis-
tic to expect a complete lack of 
drug use," said Prats. 
Dennis O'Brien, speaking 
with Martindell for the opposi-
tion, said "The government will 
need all the revenue (if drugs 
are legalized) to help fight all 
the ' increased addictions." 
O"Brien brought up .the statis- . 
tic that 40% of those killed in 
drunk driving accidents are 
under the age of 21. "An addict 
can't control himself ..... By 
making drugs legal, you can't 
change their effects," he ~dded. 
Legal or illegal, America's 
stance on the issue of drugs 
· has become a hot topic to be 
questioned by all age groups. 
Be sure to check out today's 
programs that conc!l 1de Drug 
and Alcohol Awareness w .... ~1c_ 
- DEBATE · 
continued from. page 3 ] 
· Dinzeo. "It really be-
comes a problem when drug 
and alc;ohol abuse begins to 
interfere with other parts of 
their lives." 
Gildea-
Dinzeo al&<> stressed the im-
portance of professors and 
advisors recognizing the signs 
of abuse. These can include 
abrupt changes in perform-
ance, attendance and quality 
of work. 
Noticeable 
deterioration in grooming, in-
creased irritability and basic 
neglect of responsibilities could 
also be signs of an alcohol or 
drug problem, said Gildea-
Dinzeo. 
An important 
point of the lecture s tresses 
tha t a ctually a pproaching a 
student suspected of having a 
problem is the hardest, ye( 
most valuable step in, getting 
that person some help. -
"Denial i~ so 
h igh because drug use and 
drinking . are such a norm in 
this popula tion," said Cross . 
"These pa tterns of beh avior do 
not all of _ a sudden change 
because someone has a di-
ploma ." 
The work-
shop atmosphere of the lec-
ture aUowed for the audience 
to put in feedback about their 
own experiences with.the prob-
lem. 
Haven 
Hayes, a professor in the Ani-
mal Science Department and ' ,. 
faculty advisor for the Alpha 
Gamma Rho fraternity added 
that once he establishes a re-
lationship with a student, it is 
easier for him to confront the 
problem. 
"Once you get 
a dialogue started sometimes 
you can find out what's bug-
ging them," said Hayes. "The 
most valuable thing I learned 
from this is that every little bit 
· helps." 
.., Oneofthe key 
points of the lectu re was tha t it 
is important to be accepting 
and non-judgemental towards 
the person with. the problem. 
A handout was distributed. It 
defined where to get help at 
the university and what kind 
of h elp is-available for drug 
and alcohol troubled students . ' 
"It's very easy 
for anyone to feel tha t maybe 
it's not my position to say' 
something," sa id Cross . "We 
all are the people that are in-
Notices 
ACADEMIC 
DROP UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH 
AWARDS: Students who wish to pursue 
a research project and receive a stipend 
or support to defray research expenses 
should contact the Undergraduate 
Research Opportunities Program (DROP) 
for information. Applications and guide-
lines available in DROP office, Room 209, · 
Hood House. Application deadline is Oc-
tober 20. 
board. Advance required material in 
D-22, Paul Arts beginnin~ October 2. 
Auditions held Monday, Octob.er 16 and 
Tuesday, October 17 in Room A-218, 
Paul Arts, 7:30 .c- l l p.m. each night. 
"'IHERE'S NO PLACE LIKE HOME" 
HOMECOMlNG PARADE: Sponsored 
by Campus Activities Board. Looking 
for antique cars or convertibles to 
participate in annual homecoming · 
DROP PROPOSAL WRITING WORKSHOP: _ · parade. Friday, October 20, Meet at 
Dr. Dennis Meadows, · Director of the , Undergrad Apartment Complex, 4:45 
Policy & Social Science Research Center, p.m. Information: Kelly Jenkins 862-
will lead students through the steps 1001. 
necessary to prepare a compe-titive 
research proposal. All interested students HEALTH 
and faculty ar~ invited to attend. Stu-
dents applying for DROP researc.h awards AA SUPPORf GROUP MEETING: '" 
should attend this workshop. Monday, Monday through F~day, R90m 201A, 
9ctober 9, Room 125, Hamilton Smith, Conference Room. 2nd floor, Health 
7 30 Service Center, poon-1 p.m. : p.m. 
GENERAL 
GREAT BAY FOOD COOP: We are a non-
profit organization run by our members. 
We sell good food at good prices. October 
is National Co-op Month. Non-members 
~ may shop for 10% off. Wednesdays, Hub-
bard Hall Recreation Room 4:30-7 p.m. 
WORSHIP AND FELLOWSHIP: Sponsored 
by United Campus Ministry to UNH. J9in 
us at Waysmeet Protestant StudentCen-
ter- 15 Mill Rd. - for, worship followed by 
the film "Mississippi Burning~" Supday, 
October 1, Waysmeet Protestant Student 
Center, 7 p.m. 
RETIJRNINGSTUDENfSERVICES 
GATIIERING: Meet people, learn otir 
services and give us your suggestions. 
Tuesday, October 3 , Senate Room, MUB, 
12-2:30 p.m. 
·WHY A UNNERSJ1YWOM~N'S COM-
MISSSION: Present and past mem~rs of 
the UNH Women's Commission will 
discuss the role and history of the Com-
. mission as well 'as provide a forum for. 
you to present your issues, concerr:is, and 
questions regarding the status of women 
at the University. October 4, Wednesday, 
Hillsbor.ough/Sullivan Room, MUB, noon 
to 1 p.m. · 
AUDITIONS FOR "TH~ COMEDY OF 
ERRORS": Sponsored by Theater & 
Dance Dept. Semester II production/tour 
operi' to all student~. Sign up for audition 
times on Hennessy Theater bulletin 
AL-ANON SUPPORf GROUP MEETING: 
Mondays, Room 222, Medical Library, 
2nd f109r. Health Service Center, noon-
1 p.m. 
OEA (OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS) 
SUPPORT GROUP MEETING: Tues-
days, Room 20 lA, Conference Room, 
2nd floor, Health Service Center, 1-2 
p.m. 
MEETINGS 
EXCHANGE INFORMATION MEETING: 
Sponsored by Student Development 
. Office. Find out ·how you can study at 
San Diego State University, Santa Cruz 
or one of the National Student _Ex-_ 
change. Tue~ay, October 3, Carrolf/ 
Belknap Foom, MUB, 12:30 p.m. 
UNJ.i SKI CLUB-ORGANIZATIONAL 
MEETING: Sign up for membership 
and trips. Find out about the Ski Club 
and meet new people who love to dq · 
what we all l0ve to do-ski! October 3, 
Tuesday, Straffor<;l Room, MUB, 7-9 
p.m. 
MORfAR BOARD CHAPTER MEETING: 
Mandatory meeting for all members. 
Questions, call Car~. 862-5588. 
Tuesday, October 3, B Floor, Room 013, 
Library" 9:30 p.m. 
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION 
MEETING: Tuesdays, Notch Room, 
MUB, 12:30-1:15 p.m. 
CHILDREN, 
coiltinue-d from page 3 I-L------------ ---------,,------------- ----:---
never,. shine above my 
·head. My s truggle will Gon -
tinue. There is , h owever, a 
different sense of relief when 
you realize that there is no 
rightanswer .. ..... You've got to 
discover tha t for yourself." 
Peter talked about a 
sense af betrayal. · He was 
taught to deny his feelings . 
"You jus t shut it r ight off. 
That's what you know how to 
do best." 
· "Mom a nd Dad 
couldn't teach m~ love because 
tliey didn't love them~elves. 
It's hard not to cling on to the 
hope that somedaytheymight 
be aqle to," he added. 
The parents 
. of the people a t the seminar 
are jus t beginning to sober up 
to the truth. Alcoholics An-
onymou s (A.A.) and Al-anon 
are two such organiza tions 
which help people deal with al-
coholism. They give the struc-
ture and support they need to 
get their lives back on track. 
When a parent 
is an alcoholic it not only af-
fects his or her life but the lives · 
of their children as well. The 
parents can get help but the 
children are stranded with feel-
ings that will take a lifetime of 








epeating one class three times is 
· not fun. I ~ in my fourth year a( UNH. This is the first 
fall semester I have not found myself sitting through 
lectrn:ef of Math ~25; Calculus I. What a refreshing 
cpange. · . 
Now don't get it wrong. I didn't flunk twice before 
my final third attempt. Although math has never been my 
forte, I used to like it. When I took Calculus freshman 
year, l did OK (for me). I had a 78 BEFORE .that last 
exam.. 
Enter the 1986 Math 425 final. It started out well. 
.. I cruised through the first page, and hummed over the 
second. But as I flipped to the. third sheet, a feeling of 
sudden anxiety struck. Suddenly problems I had done 
hours before turned into alien monsters. I couldn't think. 
My_brain was paralyzed. My heatt raced. I started to cry. 
It wasn't a good scene. That terrifying afternoon my mind 
- decided to coagulate into a huge pile of black mush. 
In any event. I flunked the fmal, I got a D+ for my -
freshman effort. My parents were very proud. 
Well a D+ is just that, a D+, and I was bound and _ 
determined not to let that one class ruin my grade-point; -
"Bes1des," I reasoned to myself as I registered for Math 425 
for the second time, "I know this stuff, I just had a bad day 
on the final-." ' . , · 
Fall of sophomore year, there I was again. Only -
th~J'time, I was taking five. coµrses . . ·"I kn~w -thls.stuff: ::. If. 
know this stuff;" I kept telling myself, as I occasionally 
skipped class to work on other things. Fall semester came 
and went, and so did my grade. This time I flunked. 
So last year, then~ I was again. This' time I wasn't 
alone. I sat .next to Dave. -He was also delighting in the 
calculus experience for the third time. But this year, we 
-both promised ourselves, was going to be-different. The 
whole situation was ridiculous ... all the wasted time, all 
the wasted-tuition~. This time I was going to make up for 
my past failures. . 
I studied hard for that third,..first test. Nothing like 
g~~ng over the definition of a limit for the fifth billionth 
time, but this time, like I said, was different. Freshman 
yellr I had breezed through the first exam, I had an 86: 
nils time, I wanted an A~ . . 
}- My rigorous studying paid off, I took the test and I 
did awesome. Not one problem on any page. I hung out 
for ·a week in an aura of nauseating smugness. "Calculus 
ex;un??n? Piece of cake." . 
That was why l was slightly confused when I got 
my test back the following Tuesday. "Who's test is this?" I 
q~e.rted. "Why did they hand it to me? This dumb person 
only got a 67." It wasn't possible. It couldn't >actuaUy be 
mine. But it was. I was the dumb person. -
When I realized the truth, I took off. I just had to 
leave that room. ·So there I was, aimlessly bumbling down 
the halls of Kingsbury. It couldn't be true . .I started to 
cry. (Calculus made me do that quite often). I glanced_ 
dow_n at the page all showered with red marks ... a four 
out of ten on solving a limit by the definition. It wasn't 
possible1!!!1111 I- did all the steps and I got the right answer. 
I stared at it. What Was wrong with my answer?????? Had 
those ' goofy graders sucked down too ma:riy cold ones???? 
Didn't the UNH math department realize _I could teach _the 
lecture by now?????? 
As luck would have it, I stufubled into one of the 
many calculus professors. "I don't understand," I bawled. 
"I did it right." -
He glanced down at my work. "Ahal" he said. '.'You 
didn't write 'th,e limit qf delta x as it goes to zero' for every 
step." 
"I didn't?" I asked, as I looked down at my careless 
. mistake. "But seriously, 6 points off for not putting down a 
little notation????" 
· -"Well, obviously-you understand the .problem, but 
the principle of a limit ls vei:y important." . 
Yeah, I understood alright. Everyone gets hung up 
identification was given 
to seniors this year at registra-
tion in the form of a busine&s 
card. Valerio said programs on 
other campuses used less dis-
crete methods of identiflc~tion, 
J ohri Tolan, . a . UNH 
senior and bartender at Nick's, 
· said the designated driver card 1 
- . ,,.· ~is, a good idea not only because 
? 'iie.bi:>lt:: are using u:. but , be-
··cat1stfotherpeople around them 
~;~.;"fi? ,~l(}rri'akes people think 
.~nd 
1
Jii;m~J:ts~ct. I. tgink it's 
a succ;ess." 
Valerio admitted it is 
too- early to - predic·t the 
program's success'. .. : _ 
. Tolan·; wh9 -works 
Wednesdays and Saturdays, 
said he sees the card -once or 
twice a night. Other bars have · 
reported that they ra_rely see 
the use of the card, maybe once 
a week. 
Senior Eric Leuteritz 
, attributed this lack of use to 
,,' '. ::,• \ • I, ~, 
.tlie ,large ·popul~tion o( ,stt,17 
d~nis that walk to ~d-fromthe 
b~rs. :He agreed .thatµie.-~ard 
is ,a "goaj id~a" but t;hiil~ "it 
~oµld be a :tJ~tter. idea jf they 
co-ukl ~and it to Port~niouth 
and Rye, etc." . . 
_ . Valerio_ ~d this. idea 
is. a defirµte next step .in the 
program, but in order .to per-
suade Portsmouth, Dover and 
Ne~market bt1Sip.€S~es to par-
ticipate , ther_e. ?ll,lSt. ~ a posi-
tive response on th_e hQillefront. 
W~thin the next two 
weeks, feedback should. be 
available: V ale:rio plans t9 have 
involved the neighboring com-: 
munities by December. 
The third aspect of the 
D~signated Driver Program 
asks members of fraternities-to 
attend _ an alcohol training 
seminar, where a representa-
tive. from the State Liquor 
Commision will train the party 
hosts to recognize ."c!runk" 
,pe~ple, w~?t fqqds to_ prqvide i.f 
-se:rving alcohol, anc;l 9~e_r _al-
eohol r,e-latedtopi~~; . -·: / 
. - - ·.Sigµia _Phi -~p~ilon 
-rr-es,denJ pa,1;1 , Mar_tineau 
· spoke, on b(?h~ of h.is Jrater, 
nity in saying ~aVthe~e-is a 
sincere interest ~ong .· the 
Qrothers in this program~" 
. ·; .·: __ ,-, :The overall response 
te {th~. n~w program ha~ betn 
positJ:ve and_, supportive. Val-
~ri9~- c9mmend~d the partici-
pating · 1;msine~ses . (or _ giving 
up valuable bar space in sup.,,_ 
-port of this program. "That 
was a major commitment they 
• made." , _ . 
"The thing that ~xcites 
me the most about this pro-
gram is that it i$. in,it;iatep by 
s_tudents, b~t it's for the whole 
U!}iversity. Gommunityzin-, 
· eluding faculty and staff," Val-
erio said. . "It would not have 
been able to be accomplished 
-without the .help ofthetown."
1 
. , ASBESTOS, 
continued froni page I 
I 
there is a greater chance of 
disturbing the asbestos and 
contaminating the air. 
The removal of the third 
typer of asbes'tos-c"ontaining 
materials, such as floor tiles, is 
not a major concern because 'it 
is not hazardous to ones health. 
This; however, is causing ~a 
debate· over whethe·r to remove 
all of the asbestos containing 
on such details. I understood 
it all, I had just forgot to put · 
down one little detail ... on 
most of the .problems. 
After that .test, I 
stressed on every exam: How 
could I pull my grade up after 
that experience? And I still 
had the final to worry about. 
- I ain-a very mellow person, 
but math wasn't fun . 
anymore. Why didn 't 1the 
professors remind me that 
_ math used to be 
fun????.???? Now I 
couldn't sleep t)ie night before 
tests. I'd sta:re'.at the ceiling, 
picturing pages arid pages of 
problems I wouldn't have a 
clue how to do. When I took 
the. remaining tests, I always 
froze. 
So last year was 
different. I went to class and 
I did the homework anyway. 
But l still didn't do much 
better than freshmanyear. 
'My calculus career is now 
over. Thank god . . I'm not 
going to say wha.t I got for a 
grade last fall, but it sure . 
wasn't an A. What I did pass 
with was a disappointing and 
foul taste for anything having 
to do with that four-letter-
word .. MATH. 
materials. testing to determine if they 
According to Miller, if contain such hazardous mate-
the asbestos poses a hazard, rials. 
than th~y have an nbligation to There are no funds al-
remove it, but if you remove located from the annu~ budget 
stable materials, you might be for the re~oval in these build-
causing more harm than just higs, according to Miller, so · 
to leave it alone. theywill have to .be ~ddressed 
. ~- , - The_re .are still a :guw: . .,.. _as neef}ed-in,·the ftJ,tur~~ ·•0 •• 1· 
her of acade-mic and admini-
stration buj.ldings that need 
write for 
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Resume designing and futurejob inquiringkeepS seniors on their toes, 
-· . By Paula St. Louis _70 percent of available Job~~ . 
As members of the class of .. hidden· . - not listed in want-:- · 
-1990 start their senior year, ads, employment agencies or 
one thought looms: What's college career counseling of-
after graduation? fices. 
. Many students will enter -oon't just do on-'campus 
the work force when they fin- recruiting, because we Just get ._,__ 
ish their coursework here, and the tip of the iceberg of what's 
__ now are busy putting together -. out there ... but a good tip," he 
a resume and scheduling on- said. · 
c_ampus inteIViews. _ · Career Planning and Place-
Bnan Jackson-; assistant ment cotiriselors also critique 
direttoi-ofCareerPlanningand · resumes and _ cover letters, 
Placement, said students iri- ·oonduct videotaped · practice 
. teres ted · in interviewing on . interviews; and administer the 
·. campus and_ in setting up a standardized test some_gradu-
credentials file ofletters of rec- ate schools require. 
ommendation attended a two- Career Planning and Place-
hour orientation. early in the ment will hold a job fair on 
semester. · 1 October 3, 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 
In each of the last two years, p.m., and a graduate school 
more than 250 organizations ,fair on October 5, 10:00 a.m. to 
recruited on campus, Jackson 2:00 p.m., both in :Ute Granite 
said, including representatives · State Room in the MUB, said 
· f:rom engineering, banking, Jackson. 
manufacturing, education, 1 More than 55 businesses 
management training pro- will be represented at the job : 
grams, and hospitality indus- fair, and "ackson said he e:X-
tries. pects about the same number 
Some companies.prescreen of schools at the graduate · 
applicants. Interested stu- · school fair. Lists of the attend-
. dents submit their resumes ing businesses and schools are 
and cover · letters to Career in the Career Planning Place-
Planning and Placement, ·and · nient offic~ in Hudqleston Hall. ~esume creating is on the min~ of every senior. (Mat~ Leavitt photo) 
they are sent to the company. Five· panel discussions will Jackson will lead workshops _ advisors will lead . half-hour . their r,esumes, most students 
Thirteen students and five al- be held in the Hillsboro-Sulli- · onOctobet5,form9:00-10:00 presentations on graduate inteIViewedgavetheirresumes 
temates will be chosen for on- van room during the J·ob fair. d r. 3 00 4 00 g in health 1•r.e sci high marks · a.m. an _1orm : · - : p.m. pro rams , , lll' - • 1 campus interviews. Lastingahalf-noureach, panel in the Hillsboro-Sullivan room ences, engineering· and phys- Tom Morse, a senior major-. 
"Some career fields don't participants from retail, insur- to help students choose a ics, M~B.A. liberal arts and . ing in computer science, said 
recruit," Jackson said, men- anoe, food service, data proc- graduate school. From 10:00 social sciences. . , he · would rate his resume a 
_ tioning journalsim, advertis- essing and 
I 
military/govern- 2 00 i · th When asked on a scale of "10" because he has- seven a.m . .: : . p.m . . n e 
ing and publishing as specific ment will answer. questions Hillsboro-Sullivan room, ,Ca- one to teen, how they ·think a •pieces of previous experience · 
examples. about their· occupations, said reer Planning and Placement potential employer will view RESUME, page 10 But J ·ackson said, at least - Jackson. 
====PHOTOSM_I-YH==== 
8.68-1000 
48 Main Street 
Durham 
(ne,xt toYoung's Restaurant) 
= .==========.==== , '==== . ============= . == , === 
AREAS MOST COMPLETE FILM PROCESSING 
LABORATORY 
IN, HOUSE COLOR PRINT DEVELOPING; EKTACHROME AND 
. COMPATIBLE SLIDE DEVELOPING; 
OLD PHOTOGRAPH COPYING; ENLARGEMENTS; PRINTS FROM 
SLIDES . 
========== ========================= ===>-========= 
. Photosmith Original Roll 
and 
Reprint Prices 
· * 12 Exposure .......... ; ............ $ 4.25 
* -15 Exposure ....................... $ 5.55 
* 24 Exposure ....... : ............... $ 8.25 · 
* 36 Exposure ............. ~ .......... $ 12.00 
■ ------------------------------------------
X HAN 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR STUDY AT SAN DIEGO: 
. STATE UNIVERSITY, UC, SANTA CRUZ, AND 
THE OVER 80 CAMPUSES OF THE NATIONAL 
.STUDENT EXCHANGE 
~ I INFORMATION MEETING: I TUESDAY, OCT.3, 12:30 P:M. : 
■ CARROLUBELKNAPRM,MUB 
■ , 
~ I INFORMATION TABLES ! THURSDAY, OCT. 5 
l~E_SDAY, OCT.10 
1 o~oo A.M. - · 2:00 P.M. , MUB BALCONY 
STOP BY AND TALK TO STUDENTS WHO HAVE 
· PARTICIPATED IN AN EXCHANGE PROGRAM 
• APPLICATION DEADLINE . 
.. F_O_R_S_P_RI_N_G_19_9_0: ____ _.~WEDNESDAY, OCTOB~R25 
NATIONAL EXCHANGE. 
THE STUDENT DEVELOPMENT 
OFFICE 
_208 HUDDLESTON HALL 
8~2-2050 





from page 9 
and ranks in the top 12 per-cent. 
of his class. 
Morse said he put nearly 20 
hours of work into his resume 
and finished it last week. · He · 
attended Career Plp.nning and 
Placement's orientation meet-
ing so he can schedule on-
campus inteIViews ~ith com-
panies such as Data General 
and Digital. 
Rose Russilillo, -fl business 
administration major who will 
graduate in May, gave her res-
ume a "'7." She said her grades 
are good, but she "Could have 
had a lot more job experience_." 
· She and her fiance, a civil 
engineering major', will both · 
· mteIView on campus, bµt ·they 
bave decided whoever gets the 
blest job offer will take it. 
"Evezything comes down to 
who's making the buck," she 
irud. 
. Senior -Ken Skidmore will 
graduate in December with a 
degree 1n Political Science and 
is using Career Planning and 
Placement's services to look to 
a,Job in a management-training 
program in a major city. 
He said he has a videotape 
practice inteIView set up this 
week, and li~ plans to schedule· 
. on-campus interviews . 
.,....Skidmore said he. thinks his' "' 
resume will rate an "8.5':' with 
eriiployers, adding, "-Ithinkltis ·· 
solid." '.- · · 
Linda Swanson, a senior in 
pole! administration, said she 
finished her resume this week 
~d is using a MacIntosh· and 
laser printer to save on copying 
costs. 
Giving her resume an "'8," 
she said, "To me it seems good 
-.," ... but I don't think I ·have 
~nough diverse experience." · 
, _ She said she has been to 
Career Planning - and 
Placement's orientation ~es-
sion, and hopes to set up inter..: .· 
views with companies Jn :th~. 
hospitality industry, especialiy · 
~arriott and Hyatt Hotels. 
§'[STANLEY .u~·AAPIAN I Take Kaplan OrTake Your Chances 





























19,278 to choose from,- ,all subjects 






. GRAFFl"TI T-SHIRT PARTY!!! II 
Or.- rush $2.00 to: Essays & ~eports 
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN, Los Angeles. CA 90025 
Custom .research also available-all levels · '" Monday October 2: 
· Wear a white t-soirt and bring a II 
magic marker Hillsboro/Sullivan II 
room, MUS It P . - ? · regnant. 
Wednesday October 4:, HARVEST NIGHT II 
Murkland Room 201 II 
Need Help? 
Seacoast 
PSYCHEDELIC RUSH . II ' 
Murkland room 201 · · It 
Thursday October 5: Crisis Pregnancy Center FREE & CONFIDENTIAL 
• pregnancy testing· 
- Wear h.ip and groovy 1960's dudl . · ,- · It 
• counseling & information 
• Practical support We Care! 
1
_ _ NOTE: All rushes take place'from 7-9pmJ _ II -HarLINE 7 49-4441 · 90 Washi.r:~on Street 
.Suite 306 B, · Do~er, NH ULJLJLJLILJLJLJ~LJLJLJLJLJL!~LJLJLJLJLJLJLJLJLJLJL:.ILJLJLJLJL,,ILJLJ-LILJLJUULJLJ.LJUUULJUULJU[. 
· Smith Coror~a presents three products that ca~ 
help make schoolwork academic. : 
The Smith Corona PWP 2000 Personal Word 
.P~ocessor is in a class by itself. It7s s~.compact it can 
fit in-the most compact dorm room. Yet, thanks to 
features like a built-in disk drive, 100,000 character 
DataDisk capacity, and a crystal clear display, it -
makes it easy to transform B7s into .N..s. 
For those who prefer an electroni~ typewriter, 
the Smith Corona XD 4600 is the typewriter of 
preference. With its l6 character di~pl?y and ap-· 
pro~imately ~000 characters of edita5Ie·:me1!1ory, 
you ,c~n hav'e.:rl-ie 9qpveoie~c;:e of word; proC:eS-~ing 
features with the simplicity ofa typewriter~. -
- Of course; the pod<et-size Spell-Right'" 300P 
also comes with impeccable references. In this 
q~se, a bµiltin flec;:tronic chctjoJ:?-ary, a_ th~saurus, 
a cakulatot, even a c'ollection· of challenging . 
word games. . . - · -- - . _ - -. · · ' --
_ So if you're thinking Magna Cum Laude.at 
- the end of this year, ._ · ·- . 
don7t forget to think filllllllli SMITl-1 _ ,. 
Smith Corona at the ==~ COAON~-
TOMORRows TECHNOLOGY 
beginning,o-f this year. ATYOURTOUCH'M 
For more information on these prbduct.s. write to Smith CiJrona Corporatio n, 65 Locust Avenue, New Canaan, CT 06840 
or Sm ith Corona Canada. 44() Ta scott Road. Sca_rborou h Ontario Canada MlB 1Y4. 
_/ 
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B-E TH.E LIFE OF THE PARTY_!! 
L AF ,Rl S 
862-1414 
FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS 
10 P.M. - 2 A.M. 






. · Undergra_duate Research Awards 
\ Dea<;iline:·october 20 
Applications now available in tl}e 
UROP Office, Hood House 209 
UROP offers finan~ial suppQrt to students pursuing 
independent research projects and senior theses. 
If you have questions about how you can particpate 
in UROP, please contact the UROP Coordinator, 




7 to 9 PM 
Strafford Room in the MUB 
For m_ore info: Office Hours 9- 4 Mon & Tues · 
or call 862-1013 
INTERNSHIPS 
,FOR ALL MAJORS .IN WASHINGTON, D.C. 
· A1 s a Washingron Center intern 
(ur ,1caJemic seminar stuJent), you 
can get ahead. Y\lu'll have the 
chance to try llll't what you've heen 
re,kling ahllut, gaining experience 
wh ile )'\lll wmk 1n yuur chosen field. 
Yuu'll he earning C<)l lege credit and 
meeting irnporrnm people - all in the 
husy heart of the nation's capitol, 
Wash ingtun, D.C. 
The Washington Center can arrange 
internships in almost every field · 
'imaginahle, sll whether you're in the 
Arts m Zuulog·y, C,jmmunications or 
Computers, we can find something to interest . 
you. We also offer exciting and enlightening two and 









For lnterruhipi ana 
Academic Seminan 
>14TenrhSt .. N.W 
S uitt: 60(' 
Wa:-hmghin, n.c. 2l1cic14 
(cc'c) 624-~,1~l' 
The Washington Center. Give us a call; ~e have something good_ to tell you . 
. Helping over 14,000 college students for the past_Hfteen ye~_rs. 
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CoLA; · .. '· ·'.' 
·· continued from. page 2 . 
LIBRARY 2~ · 
"COntinued;from.· page-·5 ', 
Surprisingly, Coke 
products can be made avail-
able, upon request, in the 
Pepsi machines. 
Zizos cited Th-
ompson Hall as.an example of 
a Pepsi machine where both 
products are available. 
"People don't realize all they 
have to do is call with product 
requests and we will do what 
we can to ac~omodate them." 
The phone number at the Stu-
dent Vending SeIVice is 862-
. 2053. Accordingto Zizos, "Any-
one can call and request. · No 
single authority has to do it. 
• Just call if you occupy the 
building with a machine and 
you want a certain product." 
The mystery of th~ 
.Pepsi machine · is no mystery 
after all. 
· worked for the liprary as ing other people ... . but the 
an undergraduate. person don't know the libraty 
. "Other .than summer at this point." _ 
Jobs in a restaurant it's the Debbie Watson's 
only job I've had," saicl Marden. · career at UNH begin .in 1963 
_ "I don't understand with a Bachelor of Arts in Ger-
physics," Marden added, "butl man. She went to ,Germany 
can find wnat somebody aftergraduatlonoiiaFµllbright 
needs." ' _ scholarship. 
Amot;_1g those who use Watson returned to 
the libraty there is no doubt - UNH to earn an Master of Arts 
that she will do well. in German in 1967. She started 
Graduate student her career at the library on 
Jathindas Thanamel said', November 13, 1967. 
"she's very helpful. Her service . S:tie became a mem-
and experience should not be ber of the operating staff and 
thrown ,out." · after earning a Master of Sci-
Thanamel was part of .erice in Library Science from 
a group that mobilized to help Simmons College she. became 
Marden a member of the Unive'rsity 
"We did what we could," faculty. 
Thanamel said. "We tried fo She was prbmoted to 
respond." assistantprofessorin 1971 and 
According to gradu- received tenure in 1973. 
ate student Dipen Bhat- For sixteen plus 
facharya, ·"evecybody speaks ' years Watson .worked.in cata-
positively about Becky logue , advancing to become 
(Marden)." · coordinator of .the cataloging 
Bhattachaiya said department. 
Marden is familiar with all the 
.literature that comes with 
physics and has done an excel-
lent job securing books from 
other parts of the library and_ 
from inter-libracy loan. 
"Since she's left they 
(the university) have been train-
In the reference 
department ·she enjoyed con-
tact with the people. "We had 
an excellent staff; we had -a 
team," she said. 
A number of signifi-
cant changes have occurred in 
.STUDY ABROAD PROGRAMS SPONSORED BY SUNY OSWEGO 
OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION --- 102 RICH HALL . (315)34 f-2118 
reference during Watson's ten-
ure: the number of biblio-' 
.graphic classes has increased, 
the number of questions asked 
at the refereQ.~e .desk has in- _ 
creased, grc:µ1t~ have been ob-
tained and computer se~rch-
ing has been installed. 
Watson would tak.e no 
perso~al credit for these 
changes, "we had a team," she-
reiter~ted. • 
Kevin Coakley-
. Welch, part of the team, talked 
·about the loss of Watson in 
Reference. "Her experiential 
knowledge is a loss," he said, 
then he paused and struggled 
to find the right word. "Formi-
dable," Coakley-Welch contin-
ued, "She made the reference 
desk a not so formidable place. 
That is ·the greatest loss." 
Faculty praise for 
Watson is never ending. His-
tory professor David Long 
dedicated his last book to her. · 
· · English professor 
Andy Merton praised her con-
tribution to the community. "J 
have sent students to Debbie 
and for them it was an educa-
tion. They came away not only 
with the resource they were 
looking for but ~so with some 
methodologies." 
**No·w IS, THE TIME TO START PLANNING YOUR SPRING AND SUMMER 1990 SEMESTER--~ WE CAN .HELP YOLJ_ ** 
SPRING 1 ~90 SEMESTER · SUf"IMER 1990 . 
· LONDON, ENGLAND FRANCE (6 WKS./ST .MALO/ JUNE EARLY AUG:) 
HUMANITIES & INTL BROADCASTING French language & Culture ( 6 credits) 
Humanities students choose from art, hj$tory,English, business, Two weeks in Paris students live in residence halls followed by 4 weeks 
political science; culture & theater courses and attend Shakespeare of continued sttJdy& famiiy homestay in st. Malo, the "Emerald coast of 
Festival. International Broadcasting students gain perspective of British Brittany." 
Media via classes, excur,sions, & guest lectures. Students 'are housed in _SPAIN (6- WKS/' MADRl'D/ EARLY JULY- MID AUG.) 
central Lon
d0n. Classes and guest speakers 4 _days a week, topped with weekend 
PARI S,FRANCE excursions to cities such as Segovia, Toledo, Sevilla & Granada. Getto 
Courses are given at the prominent Sorbonne. 12 credits minimum are · know Spain thGough many cultural activities; theatre, museums, 
taken from several disciplines: humanities(language), economi•cs, bullfights, and flamenco dances. 
business, social sciences, cinema, etc. Instruction in French. . ENGLAND ( 6wKS/ LONDON/ LATE JUNE-Ml D AUG.) 
UNIVERSITY OF PUERTO RICO-RIO PIEDRAS CAMPUS Contemporary British Culture( 7credits) 
Studies in all fiel'ds of liberal arts and humanities. Participants should Meet four days a week for classes, go on field trips, observe and critique 
have 5 semesters or .equivalent in Spanish. Students live UPR residence pfays, attend Shakespeare Festival, ·& explore more 'of the UK in your 
1 
halls. ln~truction i.n Spanish. t t 11 1 t d ·th · lk' d' t 
U,NIVERSITY OF PUERTO RICO-MAYAGUEZ CAMPUS spare _ime. Accomodationsarecenra y oca t; w1 mwa mg 1s ance 
of Kensington Gardens, th·eaters and museums.. · 
Business Administration students select courses from Industrial , SCOTLAND, ENGLAND & WALES ( 2WKS/ EARLY JUNE> 
Man~gement, Ac.counting, Pinance1 Marketing, Organizational Studies & Study tour of historical Britian (:3 credits) 
. Economics. - Instruction in Spanish; texts in English. Spanish Language Travel thru these 3 beautiful countries by motorcoach~to visit museums, 
proficiency required · · castles, cathedrals & ancheological sites brought into perspective by a 
BRAS IL I A, BRAZ.IL ,. knowledgeable historian. _ 3 credits may be earned in History and Inn 
Courses are taken from several disciplines: human i Ues( language . 5 tud i es courses·. · 
Portuguese) political science, economics, business, social sciences, etc. · MEXI co- MEXI co CITY 
~ew Program - Sept l 990. · Spanish language; literature, ·culture '& civilization courses. ~tudents 
BEIJING, CH I NA live with Mexican families. It gives .the student an opportunity to live and 
Program not available at this time. Possible date- 9/90. learn a foreign cuHure; to broaden the student's cultural horizons, the 
study of Mexican folklore (blend of_several cultures) field trips & 
cultural events. The program is open to students with one 'year of . 
Spanish: Courses taught in English are also available. 
MAIL COUPON TO: Director of International Education/ -102 -Rich Hall / suco / Oswego, New York/ 13126 














I ' PROGRAM OF INTEREST: 
STATE: ZIP: 
I AM A STUDENT AT: , I 
• 'j, ., •• 








MY FAIR LADY 
Sdntillating antics by 
.uu~y fellows who tkm't 
fly and aren't 17rothers. 
"Hilarious. Drop e,,erything 
and go see them." 




song writer, TV host, 
performs a matinee for 
young people and an 
evening concert of open-
hearted b/W!s and ballads. 
3 and 8 PM 
OCIOBER 28 
\ 
. , ' ~ 
.:~;/~~'~'':. ' ~ ✓ 
Beetho11en 's Symphrmy 
No. 7, D1",rak 's Coru:erlii 
-J<,r Violin and C>rchestra.-
Dani-el Phillips, · so/Dist 
8 PM 
OC10BER 19 
I.erner and Loewe's 
magnificient musu:al 
masterpiece, dirgct frrm1 its 
run at the North Shore 
Dinner ]'heat-re. 7i.venty 
plus singers and d£mcers -
in a smash hit show. 
OC10BER 31 -
NOVEMBER 5 
VISIT OUR BOX OFFICE, OR CALL FOR. TICKETS: TICKETMASTER (603) 626-5000. 
THE MUSIC HALL~-\o,~(00\\, 
. ll()l{IHM()UTH NH V;itf}o\c~i\\-





Doromitory Fl __ oor Discount Program 
It's this simple: 
1. The floo~ with the highest percentage of 
· students who have joined the Franklin this. 
-semester will receive a free membership for, 
each of those people next semester. 
2. For every six people on your floor who 
_ join, the Franklin will give $100 cash to be 
used anyway your floor wants. 
Joining-the Franklin is a great way to 
unite you~ floor and meet other 




SUNDAv,·ocTOBER --1 6-10PM , 
THIAL AEROBIC CLASSES AT 7PM AND 8PM AND 
- FREE USE OF OUR FITNESS FACILITIES. 




_ OFF PEAK FFC-$60.00 
FOR-MORE DETAILS CALL THE FFC AT 868-1105. 
NOW'STHE 
TIME!!!! 
Apply by October· 15th --
TO SPEND THE SEMESTER IN THE 
UNH LONDON PROGRAM 
for detaiCs come to a : 
"Question and answer session" 
TIME: Wed., OCT 4, 7:00pm 
PLACE: 1925 Room, Elliot Alumni Center 
1?..r,fresliments Servecf-'Every6ocfy 'Wefcome 
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Editorial 
Katz owes us an explanation 
The libracy, is the place where quiet · and -
tranquility predominate. The , librruy ,is the place 
where speaking at no~al volwne is discouraged. 
_ 'fhe libra,ry is the place where whispers are omnipres-
_ ent. 
At Dimond Library lateJy. the whispers have 
been twisting their way through the aisles and soak,, 
ing their way through the huge stacks ofbooks in vast 
numbers, lingering .and turning sour in forgotten 
comers. The whispers concern Head Librarian Ruth-
:~!?;. 
nothing but praise for both women. (See front page 
story.) It didn't matter what di~cipline ·they were; 
professors ofEnglish, History, Physics, whatever, all 
held the two librarians in the highest regard. It would 
seem that if someone was doing such a poor job that 
they deseived to get fired or demoteq, kudos for them 
would be rare and critici~m would be frequent Yet -
the opposite was the case. ) 
, · Faculty members have been as confused 
moves. 
Katz is the person responsible for t;he moves, 
and she's offering no reason for them. It may not be 
seemly, in most cases, to 'qiscuss touchy subjeets of _ 
this nature in public. But the ·situation is difYe:rent _ 
'here~ Two librarians, wh,o apparently w~re at · the 
worst very competent, ~re the victims of hac~jobs for 
no apparent reason. It's the right of Katz to hire and 
fire the people she wants; but it's _ also · the right of 
those fired or demoted to be given an·explanation for 
the moves. And with whispers going around the 
library likening the re~ent personnel moves to, in the 
words of one employee, a "Stalinistic purge," it seems 
apparent that Katz has some public relations wor}( to 
, Katz; .who caine here just over a year ago, has 
seen flt to dismiss Becky Marden, · who had been 
Pbysics librarian for seventeen years, and to demote 
Head Reference Librarian Debbie Watson, a librruy 
_ employee since 1967,- to Marden's old post. Why? 
Tuan, a -very good question. 
about the moves as library staff. "'lb.ere are person-
nel changes in the library and, library staff that we · 
don't understand," · said Professor of Physics John 
Dawson. "We're looking for explanations_and don't 
seem able to find them." Faculty have bombarded 
UNH'Trustees and Vice President for Academic Af,~ 
fairs Walter Eggers with letters begging for answers to 
.the issue, as well as a possible review of the personnel 
do. -
Katz may have her reasons for touching off 
the brouhaha; it would' be in the best interest of 
everyone if those reasons_ were made known. . ___ ,, . ·, -!Wery professor that could be reached had 
Speak-out 
To the Editor: 
After reading your 
coverage ofWedne$c:Jays nights 
rally against violence against 
women I was left with the same 
feeling the rally gave me. That 
the point had been missed. Of 
the seven speakers chosen by 
the rally organizers five were 
men. All the speakers spoke of 
the need for women to use 
common sense and avoid any 
danger of getting raped. Carry 
. a wh~stle, get a man to walk 
you home, be safe! Implicit in 
these statements -is that · a 
woman who fails to do this and 
gets raped is at fault. It yields 
the night to rapists and give~ 
them tacit approval. "Did you 
,, hear_)ibout the rape?". "Yeah, 
,· but what was she doing out?". 
"She asked for it". Wednesday 
nights rally rang with these 
,,thoughts as meri spoke to the 
· .,women about the problem. . 
history of persecution of mi-
norities in the Uniteq States. It 
}!as abashedly and uncon-
sciously waged war against 
several . minority groups:. Afri-
. can,-Amertcans; Jews; Gays; 
··Lesbians; and Bisexuals; 
Catholics; arid others who have 
not fit_ its definition of white, 
heterosexual, Aryan suprem-
acy. Its history has been one of 
discrimination, · oppression, 
intimidation, acts of violence, 
torture, and murder. 
We afllnn the diversity 
and rights of all members of 
our community. We encourage 
anyone affected by the KKK's 
recruitment, whether you are 
considertngjoining them or you 
are feeling threatened by them, 
to contact us. 
(This letter was signed by 
the Diven:;ity Committee and 
Counseling Center Staff.) 
Blood Drive Fundamental to end.: 
ing the violence against women 
: is ending the concept that men -
' have privileges overwom~n and To the Editor: _ 
their bodies. More -than that _, To everyone who sU:p-
we must empower womel)and,-- _ ported our iinage of-the "Roar-
finally admit them as full and · ing Twenties", we say a loving 
equal members_ of our society. thankyouforyour earing about 
our program in spite of it being 
Jonathan Bailey , a diffi,cult time for you who had 
Ku Klux Klan 
To the Editor: 
It has recently come to 
our awareness that the Ku Klux 
Klan is recruiting for member-
ship on this campus. We are 
appalled and want to declare 
that we view this recruitment 
as entirely unacceptable within 
our community. The KKKhasa 
most vile and reprehensibl~ 
just ~tiled your priorities in 
_ the second week of your return 
to UNH! 
We ·hope you all en-
Joyep your visit to us-we cer-
tainly did! While we did not 
reach the Magic 100,000th, 
your generosity enabled us to 
,reach a 99,865 figure. We can 
begin our . December holiday 
drive with the knowledge that 
the 100,00th pint be taken. 
·Tuis will be very approprt~te in 
this special season and I will 
alert Santa that he can count 
on more gifts to make his job 
easier. 
We are p:i;;oud of you 
who still proved th.e spirit be-
hind VNH drives and are rµost 
grateful to the Greek System· 
which helped us to begin the 
Program, to fhe dorms whose 
response was a great one, · to 
our loyal commut~rs, and UNI:J 
s~members and faculty along 
with others who contributed_ 
their t4De and talents along 
with the staff of The New Hamp-
shire. 
Enjoy a beautiful Oc-
tober and we'll see you under 
the Christmas tree. 
Jarry Steams 
' Blood Chairman -
Durham Red Cross 
Thanks 
To the" Editor: 
It is painfully obvious 
why an event like last week's 
"Safe Nights" -was necessary. 
In the wake· of recent sexual 
violence_ on our campus, it was, 
anct continues to be, necessary 
for our commupity -to _ come 
together in a hnited response. 
While :t;h~ ·involveirient of the 
entire UNH coinrriunity is the 
key to address·ing the issue of 
sexual violence, it is also 'im-
portant to recognize the effort 
and committment of individu-
als. For tpeir help and support, 
we, as student leaders- and 
representatives of the Unh 
community would like to thank 
the follqwing: 
Carmen Buford 
J. Gregg Sanborn 
Cindy Garthwaite 
Marianna Grimes· 




MUSO production & 
SethAllen , 
Sincerely; 
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--BOBDURLING. Editor-in-Chi'ef 
GAIL ROBERTSON. Managing Editor EILEEN MALLOY, Managing Eqitor 
KAREN McDONALD. News Editor TERRI DANISEVICH, News Editor 
KIM ARMSTRONG. Sports Editor JOHN KE~LEY. Sports Editor 
MIKE PARNHAM. Photo Editor BEN FRAZIER. Photo Editor 
DEBORAH HOPKINS. Arts Editor BESS FRANZOSA Arts Editor 
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Blaise T. Mosse 
Ed Sawyer 
Brian White 
KIM WERDERMAN. Business Manoger 
News Reporters Marjorie Smith 
Roi Alouois · _ John Ziomek 
Brent Anderson Aris Reporters 
Tammy Annis Sean Carroll I 
Kim Armstrong Marc Mamig<,mian 
Jonathan Artht1r John Turner 
lshi Burdett Sports Reporters 
Jolene Dadah Philip Astrachan 
Birger Dahl Chris Benedek 
Laura Deame Frank Bonsai , 
John Doherty Rob Heenan -
Heather Grant Jeff Novotny 
Mike Guilbault · Liisa Reimann 
Ellen Harris Lisa Sandford , 
Tracy Henzel Toby Trotman 
Stephanie Igoe Rick Yager 
Stoey Kendall Cartoonisis 
Susan McCarter Jeff Harris 
Neon McCarthy John Hirtle 
Eileen McEleny- Kurt Krebs 
Lynn Mezzano· Dick Sawyer 
Sarah Merrigan Copy Editors _ 
John Roberts Laura Deame 
Nancy Roberts Kristin Perkins 
Ally Schade 
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Unjversity Forum 
. Drugs, . dopes, . and sinners 
by Jim Swingle · 
. I watched our President, George Bush, make I'm not particularly proud of it, but that is what,! am. 
a total fool of me oi:i television the other .i;iight. I sat · What I'll! saying, George, .is that I have the advantage 
there, unsuspectirig, ·in the comfort and ·warmth of of living in both worlds., and from what I see, your 
my middle class · living room listening to George's drug war is not going to work. -Put · down the nice 
nasal yet fatherly voice. He started out slow, as if he sterile-looking bagg},:full 'Of crack, George, and come 
were .. gorng to -explain the secrets of the universe or with me or any other user. Come on into the little 
sex ·or sc·:.:-1ething. He helped me along with a visual rooms, the high schools, the small towns as well as 
aid; he showed me· some crack in a sandwich bag; l the big cities. Where people take the stuff out of the 
knew it was crack; George told me it .was crack. He plastic bat and put it in their noses· or in their arms. 
told me· a story of a little boy who lived far, far away Look at the people• behind the police reports. Come.-
in the big ,city. The boy was black. I knew he was out and, see a woi:-Id where not everything is black and 
black; George told me so. George said, the little boy white, and people get lost in the grey. 
said he didn't want to sell crack when he grew up hut You can pump all the money you want into 
he would probably have to because it was the only law enforcem~nt, and prisons a:pd rehabilitation and 
was for him to make decent money. George continued education, but you're treating the symptoms and not 
on with stories of violence. He told how drug dealers · the virus. The virus is the society, cultures, and sub-
were taking over our Pilllerican streets. Drug dealers , cultures that make a person Rot care whether or not 
are bad people. I know they're bad; George told me they destroy themselves or the world around them. 
they're bad. Drugs ~re here to stay, George. Someone can always 
Somewhere in the midst of all this, I had grow a plant or mix a few chemicals together, and 
worked my way to a standing position on the couch. neither you nor any government can stop it. By 
My body had assumed the hunched over hungry declaring war on drugs, you're sidestepping the 
posture of a soldier behind enemy lines. George told_ problem. The drug war is a cop out. Politically, it's a 
me more stories about drug dealers and how bad they good move. It stirs emotions, brings · momentary 
are. 1 began ~o jump up and down on the couch approval from the non-using public and appears .as 
yelling, "KILL 'EM KILL 'EM KILL ,EM, KILL ALL 1HE though the government is actively fighting a great 
DRUG DEALERS!" George told n;ie how people who evil. 
bought the drugs from the drug dealers 'Yere bad too. Drug users are killing children, shooting 
So I jumped up and down some more yelling, "KILL eachother,andmakingourinnercitiesunirihabita,ble'. 
'EM KILL 'EM, KILL ALL 1HE DOPERS!" George told Fear and retaliation · are natural and predictable 
me to help policemen catch the dope dealers and dope responses to this. I'm not sayirig what you're doing is 
doers. Policemen are good; I know they're good. wrong, George. I'm saying so much more has to be 
George told me they're good. And then George held up done. If you put a · bandage on a finger without first 
that sandwich bagwith thecrackinitagain. I jumped treating the wound, it might become infected. You 
higher and higher. "Please George, please, save us might lose the whole finger. We've got to start looking 
from that awful stuff," I screamed. at the sociological factors behind drug abuse. We've 
Suddenly my frenzy stopped. My wife had got to look into how our society can change so as to 
slapped me. "Get the hell down off the couch," she survive the drugs and the dopers. 
imposed. I returned to my sitting position. I put my So what do I advocate? Do I want total drug 
face in my hands and stared at the T.V. in despair. I legalization? Do I want to spend half of the nations 
looked deep into George's eyes. I watched them move annual GNP on research? No, none of the above. I 
slowly back and forth reading the lines on the want us to change our focus on what the real problem 
teleprompter. I saw the cool calculated gestures of his is. We've got to start s .omewhere, and I think the first 
hands. I looked at his desk and the window behind 
the desk, but most of all I saw the reassuring smile on 
his lips. I felt sony for George, -and embarrassed that 
I had allowed myself to be deceived. George doesn't 
, mean to deceive me; he just doesn't understand. 
I'm sure a lot of people have Jumped on the 
anti-drug bandwagon lately. As George puts it, tl!is is 
a war on drugs. George wants to stir up our national 
patriotism. I understand what he's doing. Fear always 
promotes a kind ofhy~terical frenzy. Many have been 
drawn into the war on drugs, throwing up their hands 
saying, "I don't _know what to do and at least the 
government is going to do something." I myself have 
been carried away by the proclaimed urgency of the 
situation. I enlisted in the ranks behind George and 
his drug czar Mr. Bennett. I:wasadrugwarmercenary. 
But listening to George talk the other night, watching 
his eyes move slowly back and forth, and watching 
him hold up that.sandwich bag full of crack, I realized 
. it was time to lay down my weapons. 
I am a recovering drug addict. I started 
taking drugs in 1977 when I was a freshman in high 
. school. I continued doing drugs until 1 ~85. I _have 
seen attitudes about drugs change drastically in the 
last twelve years. Back in 1977 no--0ne seemed to 
notice we had any problem with drugs. It all seemed 
like a hell of a lot of fun. Things are different now. 
Cheech and Chong don't do drug movies anymore. 
Music with lyrics about drugs has disappeared. No 
one reads High Times anymore. I don't even know if 
it's still ·published. And who remembers what 
N.O.R.M.L. stands for. ~ 
Because I stopped using drugs, I took on the 
apathetic attitude that I don't care what they do with 
all the users. It doesn't involve me anymore. I've been 
hiding in a closet, fearful of the scourge the new drug 
attitude might throw my way. Well, it's time. to stand 
up and show: my true colors. I'm-an ex-user, George. 
crucial step is to look at the problem in an new light--
not to return . to the nalve days of prohib~tion: It's 
ridiculous to believe that more laws, police and jails 
are going to have any long term affect on ot,1r nation's 
drug problems. It's time George Bush and the rest of 
· us gave up, the notion that drugs are something we 
can wipe off the face of the world and not have to deal 
with anymore. Nor can we ever return to a pre-sixties 
state of beautitude. 
And what am I going to do about it pe.rsonally? 
I'm not going to get caught up in George's drug war 
hysteria, and I'm not going to be fooled by anymore of 
his pep-rally speeches into believing that drugs ,are a 
simple problem merely requiring more law and·order. 
Secondly, I'm not going to keep my . mouth shut 
anymore. I spent a lot of time out there in the drug 
world trenches, and I think it's important Gborge 
hears from me. l invite other ex-users to express 
themselves openly also. Lastly, I can play an important 
role in, the attitude my children acquire towards 
drugs. I do ·not, however, believe that.I can paint a 
black and white picture for them of the goods and 
bads of drugs. Slapping th~m on the hands and 
sayjng "No No drugs bad" is not a solution. Human 
beings are a curious animal, especially during puberty. 
This makes adolescents particularly susceptible to 
drugs. I do not believe that my children will ever know 
a time when drugs are not a,n option to them. 
Therefore, I want to make sure they have all the 
information necessary to form intelligent opinions of 
their own. No one can guarantee that their child will 
never try or use drugs, but I want my children to have 
enough truthful information to not have to live in 
some kind of government produced fog. 
· So put away the sandwich bag George; you're 
not the man from Glad. And put awayyour·guns; this , 
is no war. This is about people, George, your brothers 
and sisters,• your mothers and fathers, ~nd your 
children. If you really. want a war that bad, move to 
Iran. They'll be glad to help. 
Jim Swingle is an English major at UNH. 
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New H<\.mpshire 
.pl~l~~K~S 
· Fir.-;/ Clwlt:e /or Q~allty .-;Ince. /919 ~ 
- . T-Sh1rts · · 
• Hooded Pullovers • Totes • Baseball Caps - . 
• Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts • Aprons • Custom Designs 
In-House Art Dept 
603/431-8319 
' 
. Autumn Pond Park. Route I U I . Greenland. NH 01840 
STUDI.O ROOMS FOR RENT 
ATTENTION!! 
Darkrooms are open 
PER SEMESTER: 
$40 STUDENTS . $50 NON-STUDENTS-
· IN CL DD ES: 
✓ Free Chemicals 
✓ . Film Processing 
✓ · Film Printing 
If interested come-to Room 148 in 
the MUB and talk to Debbie.· 
lf you have a basic apti-
- tude for math and the desire 
to help others, you can get 
a lot of satisfaction by volun-
teering your time and skill$ 
to people who need help 
doing.their taxes . 
80,000 people already -
hav~. Join them. 
To find out about the free 
IRS training program, call 
. 1-800-4 24-1040 now. 
·A Public Service of rm 
This Publication & LJll • 
- lot.no 
fj) Internal Revenue Service 




Avoid the drudgery of constunt 
re-typing and editing ... and rent 
-~;nttJ 
1\ MAC. ,1:, 
.I 
$3.56 A Day!* 
-NEWLY RENOVATED AND FURNISHED i an Apple Mac
intosh'" computer. 
I It's affordahle (as little as S3.56 
Tired of long lines at computer 
cente rs' A void all that by · 
renting an Apple Macintosh™ · 
Call 868-2192 · for information. per day*). It 's fast.a .. -.-_.. .· And it 's easy. So · • ... · ,say goodhye to · computer. It's Ji. affordahle. It 's . -::- · 
Only a few rooms left. 
10-14 Strafford Avenue, Durham, New Hampshire 03824 
liquid paper -- . :"' 
rent a Mac from \-
us this week! ----•·I 
University of . 
New Hampshire 
Bookstore 
Hewitt Hall, Durham, NH 
f_ast. A~d it 's easy. . . . ·. 
So don t wait -- . 





Hewitt Hall, Durham, NH 
862-2140 . 
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Arts and-Entertainment 
. The Celebrity Series begins 
By Patrik Jonsson ers on a train. These are the ~cted. Pressler has a way of 
There is a good reason strains of music you find be- · surprising you with his notes -
, why the Emerson Quartet is tween the pages of August when you expect . a melody 
resident quartet at the Smith- Strtndbergnovels-withhaunt- burst, you get a single note, 
sonian Institution. ing, hurtful, majigntng themes. when you want a stillness, there 
TheEmerson, whopacked The ~merson, who's re- isacrashofmelody. TheEmer-
the Johnson Theatre Monday corded works for Book-of-the- .son allowed him all the space 
night together- with pianist Month Club bf Dvorak, Smet- underneath theni he wanted 
Menahem Pressler, beside ana, Brahms, Debussy, and while they,' quite brilliantly, 
being named after American other greats, followed the piece brought Shostakovich's punc-
.. laureate and Smithsonian hero perfectly into the waltz seg:- tuated string movements to a 
Ralph Waldo Emerson, has an ments in the Menuetto: Alle- blissful, sincere finale. 
intenserespectforhistoiy. They gretto, · m,aking an otherwise Schumann was a man 
didn'tdress in black, as musi- . meny beat (or a beat that is 9lessed with flashes, but just' 
cians are wont to do, but busi- supposed to be mercy) into an flashes, of genius. One of them 
ness blue, like scholars. They almost -hateful retort. Obvi- is the gentle, two-measure long 
interpreted the pieces byFranz ously, this Haydn quartet is theme of his .. Piano Quintet iil 
' Joseph ·Haydn, Dimitri not for the faint-hearted, -but E Flat Major, Op. 44." It's a 
Shostakovich and Robert Schu- neither _ is quartet music al- treasure, music would not be 
. mann in a strict manner, .if ways upbringing. That would' · the same without it (which is 
with a bit of American soul - . · be a shame. . perhaps why the Emerson, 
the members, after all, gradµ- In Shostakovich's "Quin- classicistsastheyare, used it), 
. atedfromNewYork'sJuilliard, tetfor0,ano &Strings, Op. 57" though the remainder· of the 
where they first began playing , we go from hearing the Erner- piece is quite boring, at no fault 
together. · son make liate-mash of the of the Emerson or Pressler. The 
Deutsche Grammophon, waltz . to them taking off on famous theme is introduced as 
too, has a deal with the Erner- music used to introduce clowns dialogue between the two vio- . 
son, and the Germans are in the Russian circus. This lins, talktng amongst them-
known to like their Haydn plece, composed for a few selves, until the viola, playing 
sfraightup.Andifthey'regoing membersofRussia'sBeethoven an off-shoot low, finishes the 
to record Americans, let them String Quartet, became so conversation. The piano, which 
be Americans who, for once, popular in its day it bro_ught is .sometimes criticized in this 
have some sort of respect for Shostakovich the ·stalin Prize piece for being too dominant, 
histoiy. ofl00,000 rubles, big bucks in playedquietlybutrhythmically, 
Haydn's "Quartet in C ijiat day and age. sand under the waves. There is 
major,Op.54,No.2"captured .The piece is basically alackofdepthtotherestofthe 
the composer's sense of mys- simple {and simple is nice to piece, but a descriptive, rau-
tique and corpse-like sense of hear after Haydn's moanings), cous finale did bring some sat-
drama. Heavy, slow strings, the piano lines often hankering isfaction. 
1 
with melodies cropping up yet on one note, slightly, ever so Being true to their sub-
never quite materializing, ca- slightly, off-beat, sometimes ject, though, is what has 
· reened into frantic, pumping slipping into crazy carnival brought the Emerson Quartet 
sections, like the frantic fear of mus}c, sometimes slowing to recognition. 
being hoarded up with strang- near-silence, always unex-
- ~ =-' ~ r" a'.f )• 6. ..,.~ .. \~ft:• ., -,.~"Jli.• i!.,',f ~- ~ · ~~ :-,. .,,._◄ .-~.~~~;'·•\ii\'"·-. .. ;t/,.i .. v.·:'"1- •-~.:•~~,."v ~.,!I* ~tr--~x;!:~., !i.~ :~• • -~ -.,\-t,_)_a.l;t'/~~ ~t:•:~~\\;~'}~~~~\ 
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New Eurythmics & Jean Paul Gaultier 
by Sean Carroll 
The Eurythmics 
We Too Are One 
Arista 
We Too Are 9ne is The 
Eurythmics' (pictured "at right) 
follow up to their successful 
last aJbum, Savage. This new 
work is quite a_ departure from 
the last. There are no more 
songs that lend themselves to 
the - Monroe/tart/starlet 
persona· that Annie Lennox 
slopped into on Savage {"I need 
a man" and -"Beethoven" come 
readily to mind). Quite the 
op-posite, in- fcilct. The 
Eurythmics continue to be one 
o( the more experimental 
groups on the edge of 
mainstream pop today, 
thoroughly reversing their 
sound. We Too Are One is a 
collection mainly of slower, 
moodier works than they have 
put out in a few albums. The · 
songs deal mainly with themes 
like loneliness and alienation. 
Although Annie's voice is 
quite beautiful at times, there · 
is iery little hope or beauty in 
the world they paint; in fact, as 
Arinie states in "Don't ask me 
why;" "It's a pocket full of 
misery/ And trouble on the 
wind." In fact only two· songs 
on the album offer ~y hope 
Jean Paul Gaultier 
Aow Tou Dou Zat 
Polydor 
whatsoever, and one of them is Jean.:.Paul Gaultier (pictured 
perhaps the-saddest song on below) is, from what I · could 
the album. In "When the Day · find out, some sort of 
Goes Down," (which is, by the - conceptual artist from France, 
way, dedicated to the "broken who has now turned his hand 
dreamers') which concludes the 
album, about . the best 
summation of the whole body 
of songs is foupd in the verses, 
"All the people of this lonely 
W'>rld have got some pain 
· inside/Don't think you're the 
only one who ever broke right 
down and cried." The only 
1 solution offered on WeTooAre 
One is. in -the song "Revival." 
Unfortunately this song, whicl) 
seems vaguely influenced by 
soul artists like Aretha 
Franklin, only tells us that we 
n~ed revival, and that it is · 
coming, but not when, or what 
itis. YetAnnie somehow defies . 
that harsh reality of these songs 
with her extraordinary voice; 
, she makes something 
compelling out of it. 
The only complaint I have 
with this album Js that in 
slowing down their tempo, Dave 
and Annie seem to have lost 
some of the force and presence 
of their last album. ·niey have· 
quite definitely gone for a much 
mellower sound since · the 
savage Savage. However, in 
doing so, they have also 
sacrificed some of the life that 
animated their lasfalbum. It is 
conceivable that Stewart and 
Lennox consciously opted for a · 
tone that :reflected the themes 
of the album; We Too Are One -
does flow _guite smoothly when 
considered as a whole. This 
more than makes up for tl].e 
occasional saggy spot. We Too 
Are One is a fme pop album; it 
· is certairily worth considerin,g. 
are versions with middle 
eastern flavor, more hip-hoppy 
.sounding ones, and one called 
'"It's Crazy With anAccordeoii." 
_ Then there is my favorite, the 
Latin influenced "Don·t Do 
That," which contains samples 
from Woody, and also the 
supporting· mice in Speedy 
Gonzales cartoons (you know, ' 
the ones who say "There_ must 
be an easier way to do this, I 
Theenk."). At any rate, except 
for a few limp versions, the 
album.is very funny and hyper 
dance music. , -
What makes this album 
interesting for me is the 
question: what makes it Jean 
Paul Gaultier's album? The 
fact is that there are no non-
sample vocals on the album, as 
far as I can tell; even the 
questionable parts are , 
defmitely not Gaultier's. The 
music - itself _ is almost all 
synthesizers,. · effects, and 
samples. So what? You might 
ask. There is a tremendous 
amount of skill involved in 
turning all those sounds int0 a 
finished product like Aow Tou 
Dou Zat. And I'm sure that is 
true. But the interesting thing 
toward making h_ouf;;e music. the same basic song; it is really is that every single one of these 
The album takes its title from surprising how different they 'tracks was mixed by a different 
one of the samples used can be -yet still be the same - person, none of them · named 
continuously throughout song. {It really astonished me .Gaultier. Hiscreditisforhaving 
asking"AowTouDouZat?" Or, because I didn't look closely at "composed" all the titles. Yet, 
as Woody Woodpecker is the album, and only gradually except for -some recurring 
sampied, "How do they do realizedthatthiswasanalbum sounds and elements, all the _. 
that?" The album is remix, as I kept hearing the tracks are vastly different. It 
appropriately- named, because , same sounds ... sort of.) There seems to me that the real craft 
it is actually just 1_2 mixes of · on this album was probably 
not executed by- Gaultier, , 
/ 
although I could be wrong. 
"'-Whatever the case may be, 
it really raises the question of 
authorship of this kind of 
music! . A _group called the 
Jamms, for instance, ·once 
_ basically sampled an entire 
Whitney Houston Album and 
called it '"Whitney Joins the 
Jamms." Were they really just 
remixing the art of composer r -
Whitney Houston? The album 
has since disappeared :uito legal 
Hell, so that's not a vefy tough 
practical question, but it does 
' provoke some pondering. What 
about rap groups that sample 
famousguitarriffs, etc., to~any 
the musical end of their songs? 
Who is really the author of the 
resµIt? It makes me think of 
the master·· showman/;utist, 
Salvador Dali, who supposedly 
had a studio full of unknown 
artistsdrawinginhisstyle; he·d _ 
occasionally come in and sign 
scores of the ones he approved 
of. At what point does this 
cross the line between creating 
and stealing? 
Write~ for the 
ARTS 
Call Bess or Debbie 
862-1490 
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Brown Bag:.· by Bess, Fran.zosa · p • 1. · · k • -, The-· printmakirrgroomofPCACwasftlledwith - .·· r1n··. -.m· ._ .... ·.. a.· .·' .. 1· n_.' '. ·;g··.<: -. about 25 people l~stThursdayaftemoon as professor . · 
ScqU Schn.~pf prepared to d~monstrate the 
printmaking-process as part of the Ar_t Department's 
. "Brown Bag Series." 
Placed around the room were examples of his 
work, both color and black & white prints. One 
particularly impressiye_ .-picture was ent_itled 
. "Matthew's Door," and contrasted darks a~d lights 
- beautifully. It was difficult tobeli~ve !fiat this ,in_!ag~- · 
had been created by small cuts· on ·~ thin pi~ce of · -
"' copper. _ _ / _ 
Schnepfexplained that there are 'two techniques 
that can_ be· used when making,a printing plate . . , 
Etchings ~re done using and aciclAo-"bite~Jines -into -
the s,heet of copper, while d1y-poin~ plates are -_made 
. _by cutting the. image into the copper with a· needle-
like tool. · · · · · · 
These technique_s are· different thap. the linoleum _ 
block prints most of us probably did in junior high. 
Those pd-Qt what is left after carvihg out'~-picture, . 
Schnepfs copperplates print.the cuts that are made 
- not what is left over. 
After Schnepf finishes cutting an image -onto a 
plate he covers it evenly with ink and then places i~ 
_ on a sheet of paper which her rolls through a gigantic,. 
press. The press, which resembles an old fashioned 
ringer _washing machine, applies "thousanqs;,: of ·.· 
pounds of pressure to llie paper and plate, transferring 
the image ·onto the p~per. . · . · -. 
Because of the in tense pres.sure which is applied · 
tothepaper,itmustbethotoughlysoakedb~foreh,ahd .· 
, to ptevent it from ripping. Afterprintingt):iepaper is . ' 
" , hung on a board to dry. .. .. · . ' . ,: . 
, · ·"Printmaking is a much'.' JJiore :flextble · medh.un 
than drawing or painting,." accordi:i;ig to Schnepf. · As · .;. , 
he print$ he can go back, and make' ch,ange.s on the 
plate. and then run it through the press·· agqin.; . . . · '. 
-~Th.e·copper plates omi't l_as t for~Ytr -though._ ·Ea~h: 
one caf?. only make five to ten prints, or·as many as 
, Schnepf "wants sitting ar_ound the house for five 
-years) ' · ' · · .. : -- · i- - · -----•-·~·-· - ' --
The Art Department's Browri Bag series is an 
excellent way for people interested in' art, but unable 
~-. :'·:'r.: .s¢ott Sch~epf derttonstrates ,iink-ing ,a · .. ,, to devote tJ:ie: tjme· .. to a_ G,lass; to have some exposure 
;~opper plate int'if whfo:tt he0 has cut an Im- to it. -Their next evei;itis a gallery walk at noon on . 
~age. _ October _5th in the Uni~ersi,ty Art~ G~eiy located in · 
PCAC. 
© ·YANKEE FOR,CASTS --
sEP.t •. 30TH': 1. ~ · 
i., 
Holdi~g t}Je p)a,t~t up, for view . ~chnep{ 
. s~ooths the edges IU\d prepaxes the . 
- plate to be pressed. 
-DELAWARE · over · U.N.H :. by _c 10 
DARTMOUTH over:· BUCKNELL by 10 LUnClititne Laughter .··. 
U MASS· over. · .-B.lJ. -- · 't by. -. 7 
MAINE over:· . -:RICHMOND-. by _ ·2t 
-U.R.I, 'over . ,BROWN : ~::; :by ilO · 
OHIO ST A TE· . over ' -B.:(:. . - . ;·"' t. by 17 :· 
:- ' ~. -~: 
Upset ofth"e>Week1 .;•,, ~:.· , 
. 'YALE over :>u'' ~o~~-· by 0 l/. 
. NOTE: Eac~ Week, when.the cobnnil misses,·.· 







· .. , ,. - ····-.·,. ~ ·\.~): ~-~ ~ ...... 
' ' ;•••, l • .· \ • 
.. ' 
Ja.ms to the 
Soca ·eeat .. 
, Saturday, 12 - 2 p.m~ .. . . 
Calypso, and-Soca from the West .1 ~dfos. · 
TUe.s.~. &-Wed. ·· f 12· & 2 pffi,. 
··FEATURING 
-M.LJ:~iG---' f?O~----Laurel & Hardy . 
· ··. · .. · Th~ G'~iiefcii,: ·BLlster Keaton 
· )~e ~~wn Sh6h-0.Qharlie Chaplin 
,J}iY Q~e A.M.-Chdf;li9 Ct)a~(i~ · .. 
... . ' !; ~· ,, . ,. . :' . .:; !:' '1. 
The Little .Rascals- .Spar:1ky. '& Alfalfa a 
ONLY 75~· :'CENTS 
presentetf 6y: IJ U S. 0 
SUBMIT THINGS TO·AEGIS 




- ✓ ART 




DURH.AM NH 038~4 . 
862-2734 -
(MANUSCRIPTS WILL 




·- TheF_amily . ffllR 
Fair® , . 
SEPT. 28, 29 30-:: OCT. 1, 1989 
. GENERALADMlSS'ION: $5.00 
Children.1 2 and Under Free 
Come Visit Us and Enjoy 
a Great -Country Fair 
_FREE PARKING;~; . 
.. ·~ 
A sm~.11 town country setting 
;, R_OUTE 43,-NH . 
OEERFfELD,' NH 03077 




1 to 6 months coverage 
-~ Co~petitive Rates 
For c~sts, benefits, exclusions, 
Hmltatlons 
1
and renewal terms · contact: 
Borthwick Insurance Inc. 
Jonathan T. Otterson 
. 742~0896 
Underwritfen by:, 
' Golden Rule Insurance 
- "A" Rate,d (Excellent) 
. Depend on IG:nko's. 
► Ma.cintosb.™ Re-ntal ► Laser Typesetting 
► Re~ume Packages ► Passport Photos 
► Full/Self Serve Copies ► Collating/Binding 
► FAX Service ► Course Packets · 
► Business Cards 
►Specialty Papers 
► Rubber Suunps• 
► LaserWriter® Prints 
kinko•s® 
the copy cente·~-
- . I . . 
25% Off laser Prints I 
Bring· this coupon into a partic i,pai ing Kin ko'~ Copy Center and receive 25% off I 
Laser.Wri ter• prints . Not.valid with any other offer. Does not include computer t ime. 
One coupon per customer. Go~ through ____J_Q/_l_j__ _ _ _ , · _ I 
k
■ l:.j . STORE HOURS: . In ft 0'18 51 Main Street, Durham .• 
I h . . · · FA~~;~:~~7 . • 
I t . e copy center . Monday-Friday, 7:30a.m.-9p.m. I 
L . _ Saturday/Sund~y 1oa.m.-Sp1fTl . .l ----------- ---r: - -- --:- - - - - - - - ~ .. - :'I 






I Save St.00 per hour on Maci ntosh• rental at partid pating Kinko's ·copy Centers. __ I Not yalid with any other offer. O ne coupon pe r customer- No cash value. , 
1 Good sht°M~ n·sfr:~i,ri~rtiam _- k·1nl·io· -'•s® 1 
I - (603) 868-6322 - - ft · 1 
.FAX (603) 868-2967 - _ . _ 
I Monday-Friday, 7:30a.m.-9p.m. , the copy center I 
L Saturday/SundaY, 10a.m.-5p.m. - - .I -------~------
~;i ' · -~ ~ 'l: 
•':l .... -, -'i.1 
. ,;..,... . ,' 
..._ _______________ ..... ________________ _, i' 
IVIISTER -,BOF.EO ':,;,.:. .... ,.·. -·,,-·.· ·,· 
· by Joe M~Jtlif_,-: ,:·::·- >'-- · .> (_~· :'~ .. " . ,,,.-- · ·, ., ..... ' .,. ,.," 
KampuS ; KOIIUX 
I _. 
:, ·HACKS HALL Br JoHN H1RTLEt · ...---------.--·-------__. 
./ 
FOR THOSE OF YOU 
WHO VJON 1T R~liD 
TUESDAY ·'$ · STRIP, 
THIS IS II DRUG- . 
AWARENESS WE£K'' .. · 
-SUPERGUY_ 
. 0_9= .. t . 
'::·~~ .. ~-~ 
WE .Tusr WANT TtJ ,N D{?(,4-(;- -. ow THAT WE'RE 
ELL. YOU . ~ \\ Wll-L M tNE . wr(H THA T; 
'"'-f~"f4t~ ,, ,, 
l 
. ,.. , 
1
1-L HAVE 
· Py Kurt[_ Krebs 
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Classified 
1975 Chevrolet Impala. Runs 
well. 1'few tires; radiator, etc. 
Good winter car. $300. Call Peter 
868-3983. Leave Message. 
1985 Suzuki Gs 450 L. Great for 
~ound campus and at the 
Beach. Mint Condition. Only 
2100 mi. Call John at 743-6355. 
Fat Chance Mt. Bike. 21" Frame~ 
lots of extras including 
computer, tires, rim. This is a 
steal at$ 1000 off ~ew price. 
Asking $795. Call Rich at 743-
0888 (in Dover) 
1984 Subaru GL Wagon, 4x4, 
AM-FM Cassette, good condition, 
$1500 (603) 431-1683 after 6:00. 
1975 VOLVO WAGON, 60K on 
· rebuilt engine. AM-FM cas~tte, 
$1200. Also 1974 Plymouth 
. _ Valient, lOOK. Good shape, runs 
well. $650. 942-8144, · 
2!:?" COMMUTER BICYCLE. 
HEAVY DU1Y FRAME AND 
WHEELS.DEPENDABLE 
COMPONENTS.GENERATOR 
LIGHT. $100. CALL .778-8652 
EVES. 
CAR: 1981 PONTIAC TRANS-AM. 
NEW 350 ENGINE, MAG 
WHEELS, T ROOF, EAGLE AND 
MORE. ASKING $4000. CALL 
868-7560. 
Queen Size Waterbed- complete · 
· $400. HP4ICV calculator with 
advantage pack $60. 1985 
Suzuki Quadracer- 250 cc, liquid 
coded, $1200 or B.O. Dario; 
eves. at 75p(). 
HONDA MOTORCYCLE FOR 
SALE: This 1982 Cm 450 has -
very low mileage and is 
meticulously maintained with · 
regular oil changes, etc. A great 
first b~e. Call John or Mike. 
862-4722. 
four hours per week; permanent 
position. $35/hr. 964-9301 (N. 
Hampton, NH) 
Wanted Personal Care Attendant: 
Part-time, $6 .- $7 per hour; 
weekend mornings and week or 
weekend nights; flexible hours. 
Call Nathan at 659-2141 before 
10:00 a.m. or after 6:00 p.m. 
I 
Are you looking for extra income 
this semester? We have part 
time/full time sales positions ~ 
available. Call 7 43-3261 after 5 
p.m. for details. 
WANTEDIII Students and clubs 
to join the 1989-90 Student 
Travel Services Sales Team. Earn 
CASH and/ or FREE winter and 
spring break vacations. Travel 
with the best to our exciting ski 
and sun destinations. For info. 
call 1-800-648-4849. 
Roommate, Portsmouth, non-
smoker, no pets, clean, 
responsible, student or 
professional for in-town roomy 
home on Karivan. Call for details 
after 5:qo p.m., 436-0688 
ROOMMATE WANTED FOR 
SPRING SEMESTF,:R, 1989-90 IN 
FURNISHED DOVER HOME. 
KITCHEN,BAIBROOM,LIVING 
, ROOM AND DEN. RENT CHEAP-
$150 PER MONTH PLUS 
UTILffiES. CALL 743-0906, 
PLEASE LEAVE MESSAGE. 
FOR RENT: 3 Bedroom Cape with 
garage, ·country setting, . 
Madbury, N.H. $850 per month. 
.Call 664-9092 after 5:00 p.m. 
DURHAM: ROOMMATE 
NEEDED 2 SHARE 2 BEDROOM 
APARfMENf ON MADBURY RD. 
WALKING DI~TANCE. CALL 
P~LE AT 868-6722 OR 868-
5182. 
FOR RENf: Room and 
Kitchenette and bath on the . 
Oyster River. One mile to 
Takamine Jas~e 12 string campus. $275/mo. _ Mrs. Harris 
Acoqstic Guitar. Excellent 868-5182. 
Condition. Only 1 1/2 yrs old, 
-~4-~-!-~Y as_u_:_f~-~-~
2
-0 C:_Rad_· c a_J_!'_._
2
---· ' 1111111-~ll'll'I 
(,1z1 11111m1 
LOOKING FOR A REALLY COOL 
J OB? Mature disabled male is 
looking for personal caretaker. 
Pay is $6.25 per hour. Flexible · 
hours. Consists of personal 
grooming, meal preparation, food 
shopping. Very a ccessable to 
students on campus. Call 868-
1986 and leave a message. 
-WANTED: Personal Care 
Attendent: Part-time $6 - $7 per 
hour; weekend mornings and 
week or weekend nights; flexible 
ho11rs. Call Nathan a t 659-2141 
before 10:00 a .m. or after 6 :00 
p.m. 
GROWING TELEMARKETING 




AFfER TRAINING. 7 43-4459. 
CONTACT JODY. . 
Masseu se wanted for b usy 
executive. Experience not 
required. Must be reliable and 
have own L-ansportation. 'Two to 
Just A Reminder: SAFC is 
here because we're here. NOT the 
other way around . 
XX:00, 
HEY BEST FRIEND ... BUSY?? 
OH SURE BUT THE EFFORT 
HAS TO BE THEBE-=.. NO 
EFFOITT NO RESULTS- OH 
WELL, MAYBE NEXT YEAR OR 
MAYBE IN 5- GOOD LUCK 
WITH THE HOUSE- STAY 
INVOLVED- 10/1'4/68 
Heidi- Tha nks for you help 
Sunday night and for d riving me 
everywhere this week. Hi Kris . -
Kerri 
Fred- They look like GEESE! ✓. 
RUSH DELTA THETA CHI! 
Heidi- Your therapis t says "smile 
and everything will be okay" -
Kerri a nd Kris 
· You can make a difference! 
Come learn about resolving _ 
conflict non -violently individually 
and globally . Learn the facts. 
about the world we live in and 
how we can make it a better 
place. No obliga tion, just 
education. Nationally recognized 
BEYOND WAR m eeting, Tuesday, 
October 3, 7:30-9:.30; Hanover 
. Room,MUB. 
AUDITIONS for Mask & Dagger's 
PIPPIN. Sunday, October 1 at 
7:00 and Monday October 2 at 
8:00 in PCAC M223 and Ml08. 
PLEASE COME! 
There's still time to join Cool-Aid, 
the Campus Crisis hotline. 
Meetings for those interested in 
volunteering are Sunday-, 
October 1, 1-3 p.m. and 7-9 p.m. 
All are welcome. 
RUSH DELTA THETA CHI! 
ALISON: Do you know where 
your shoes are? · INHALER 
INHALERJIII Love, Kristi and 
_ Ellen 
STEVE FROM THIRD FLOOR 
HUNTER .. YES, YOU YA BIG 
GEEK!!! How did you like the 
popcorn? Sorry, we forgot to 
butter and salt itlll You know we 
reaily adore you! Ill 
RISA- Like Lisa with an "R"-
Why don't you wear a hat! Love, 
Kristi and Ellen. 
To Chris: I am so glad J met~you. 
Guys who are not afraid to 
expose their feelings are difficult 
to fmd today. You're unique. -
ME 
To Peter .from Crew: I have been 
noticing you ·aJot for the past 
year. You have the greatest 
... 
Fox Run Mall, 
Newington, NH 
- 431-4355 












,; stomach muscles on campus! 
You look excelleqtl 
. CASH? ,MONEY? Have your 
Residen ce Hall or Organiza tion 
design and enter a T-Shirt_in this 
year's -HOMECpMING T-SHIITT 
CONTEST1 11 -Student Activities 
/Office , MUB 
2728 N. La Verne, Tuscon, AZ 
85712 . . 
Students of All Dorms- Don't 
Miss Out! Open H'ouse Sunday 6 
p.m. to 10 p.m.·Franklin Fitness 
Center, Special Prices that Night. 
Come ready to work out! 
PROFESSIONAL 1YPING- For 
students and professors. $1.25 -
per page. Pick up and delivery in 
Durham-available. Call Jo-Anne 
~t 332-6162. 
SENIORS-Are you eady for the 
job interview process? Start 
. planning now. Collegiate Image 
Consultants, Inc. through use of 
video analysis, will help you 
. polish your sl}eech and image for 
successful interview 
communication. We are now 
scheduling appointments for our 
visit to you area in the near -
· future.For more info., write CIC, 
Inc. ; P.O. Box 772, 260. Main St., 
Suite #7, Conway,· NH 03818. 
TEECH- Next time watch me a 
different way, ok?II 
ADOPTION: Educated farm 
couple offers newborn love, 
_ stability, wonderful life. · 
Expenses paid. Call collect 
Susan and Alan 802-592-3384. 
ADOPTION: Infertile couple 
married 12years anxious to . 
adopt healthy white newborn. If 
· you can help us, Call -Marlene 
and Barry collect (203) 268-5123 
after 6:00 p.m. and weekends. 
Paid medical expenses. Legal/ 
confidential. 
DELTA THETA CHI RUSH (7-9 
P.M.) 
October 2: Graffiti t-shirt. 
Hillsborough/Sullivan Room, 
MUB 
Oc.tober 4: HARVEST NIGHT: 
Murkland, 201 · 
WORD PROCESSING: Services 
. include resumes, papers; reports, 
desktop publishing, mailing 
lists/labels, transcription. 
Quality guaranteed. Student 
discou.nts plus 10% off for new 
die'nts. Pickup and delivery 
available. Call Cindy at Words & 
More at (207) 324-1834. 
LEARN SPANISH! No experience 
necessary! Aftei;- my semester' 
study in Spain, will tutor any 
level you need. Call Lisa- 862-
5553. 
Get into self-defense and exercise 
at HWAN0'S SCHOOL OF 
TAEKWON-DO, 42 Main St. , 
Dover, NH 743-6500. Call now 
for special semester rates. 
GUITAR INSTRUCTION: ALL 
· . STILES: JAZZ, ACOUSTIC 
STEEL-STRING, CLASSICAL, 
FOLK, ROCK. SERIOUS 
BEGINNERS TO ADV AN CED 
STUDENTS. TAUGHT BY RANDY 
ARMSTRONG AT THE MILL 
POND CENTER, DURHAM. CALL 
659-5779 OR 659-3613. 
REASONABLE RATES. 
TYPING/WORD PROCESSING, 
Professional Quality, very 
reasonable prices, spelling . 
accuracy included. Call Margaret 
Moran, 742-2037, DOVER 
October 5: PSYCHEDELIC RUSH: HORSE BOARDING AT NEW 
STABLE IN LEE. 12Xl2 STALLS, 
2 MILES FROM CAMPUS ON 
ROUTE 155. DEMERITT HILL 
FARM. 96 ACRES AVAILABLE 
FOR RIDING. $125 PER MONTH. 
CALL BILL 868-2134 OR STEVE 
868-1480, EVENINGS BEST. , 
Murkland 201 
Hi Sep! Happy Rosh Hashanahlll 
Women- Learn how to defend 
yourself. Come to the free SELF 
DEFENSE programs Monday 10/ 
2 arid Wednesday 10/4. 
Beware, ye of the Limese 
Liberation Reactionary Front 
From the Amazon. Your fate shall, 
soon follow that of King Kohloral 
M.E, I love you so much! b.i3. 
Jon- Look in the For Sale 
section. I didn't forget, so enough 
already! Hi Jason, do you still 
think I'm wierd? Have you fed the 
humans yet?- Love Me. 
Hi Jodlesl Thanks for having the 
sleep-out with me. I had a blast! I 
miss being in there, just the two 
of u sl -Love Me 
Hi Pauline! How's Spain? 
Durham is n 't the same without 
youl I miss you -you crazy woman! 
HELLO MAIT GRADY! 
Hi . Karen and Andrea and 
Rita Margarita, h ow are you all 
doing? Still alive? Please give tne 
a call because I've forgotton wha t 
you all look like. 
Hi Greg, I'm sony it took me 
an hour to do that one silly prob-
lem. Sony Sorry Sorry, 
TYPING/WORJ? PROCESSING, 
Professional quality, very -
reasonable prices, spelling . 
accuracy included. · Call. Margaret 
M9ran, 742-2037. 
l~llftBIII I ii l•t 
TRAVEL SALES- SELL SPRING 
BREAK PACKAGE TOURS TO 
JAMAICA AND MARGARITA 
ISLAND. EARN FREE TRAVEL 
· AND EXIRA CASH. GREAT 
1SAL~S EXPERIENCE AND 









. PIPPIN AUDITIONS for all 
stu dents Oct. 1 a t 7 :00 and 
October 2 a t 8:00 a t PCAC M223 -
and M 108. "Join u s ... " 
Nicole LaBarge: I only met 
you once, but you are the most 
, beautiful creature I h ave ever seen. 
------------- Please go ou t with me tonight: I 
ROOM 151 INTIIE M UB 
Michael- You certainly impressed 
me in The LIMELIGHT this . 
summer. Hope you haven't 
forgotten this AP.ACHE lady. Let's 
keep in touch! H. Joy Mi})esauh, 
ca ll you a t eigh~. Anthony. 
(862-1490) 
''This is going to be a> l>te;ze.':t:\: . 
. ·., ; . 
. :;•:: 
~:~~~:> '.•»</ ' ., . :-:-.'-'-:: . 
. . ,' -::-•::.:. 
l .: r. ~ _::: ·. 
• 
• 
· Great back-to-school prices on PS/2's. 
Just in time. You can pick up an IBM Personal System/2® with easy-to-use software 
loaded and ready to go. And best of all, you_ get it at a special low back-to-school price. 
And that's not all. When you buy the PS/2,® you can get a great-low price on-, 
PRODJGY,® the exciting new: shopping, information and entertainment computer 
service. Start this semester up an~ r1:1nning with a PS/2 at a low, low price~ 
PS/2 Model 30 286-IMb mem-
ory, 80286 ( 10 MHz) processor, -
one 3.5 11 diskette drive ( 1.44 Mb), 
20Mb fixed disk drive, IBM . 
, Mouse, 851~ Color Display, 
DOS 4.0, Microsoft® 
Windows/286, Word 5.0,* 
h·Dc Windows Express:M 
hDC Windows Manager TM and 
hDC Windows Color TM 
$2415 
~~::::· .... . . . . . . .... . . . . ..... . ·::~;~\ . 
:); 
PS/2 Model 50 Z-lMb mem-
ory, 80286 (IO MHz) processor~ 
one 3.5 11 diskette drive (1.44Mb), 
30Mb fixed disk drive, Micro 
Channel TM architecture, IBM 
Mouse, 8513 Color Display, 
DOS 4.0, Microsoft · 
Windows/286, Word 5.0,* E~cel,* 
hDC Windows Express, · -
hDC Windows Manager and 
hDC Windows Color _ $2935 
PS/2 Model 55 SX~2Mb mem-
ory, 80386SXTM (16 MHz) pro-
cessor, one 3.511 diskette drive 
(1.44Mb), 60Mb fixed disk drive, 
Micro Channel architecture, IBM 
Mouse, 8513 Color Display, 
DOS 4.0, Microsoft · · 
· Windows/386, Word 5.0,* Excel,* 
.hDC Windows Express, 
hDC Windows Ma_nager and · 
hDC Windows Color_ $367 5 _ 
For Purchasing Information Please Contact: 
The Univ~rsity ~echnology Center 
Room 14A, Thompson Hall 
( 603) 862-1328 
==.::. .=@ - ----- -- - ----- - - ----------• · 
* Microsoft Word and Excel are the Academic Editions. This offer is limited to qualified students, faculty'and staff who order an IBM PS/2 Modei 8530-E21, 
8550-031 or 8555-061 on or before October 31, 1989. Prices ql_!oted do not include sales tax, handling and/or processing charges. Check with your 
institution regarding these charges. Orders are subject to availability. IBM may withdraw the promotion at any time without written notice. 
IBM, Personal System/2 and PS/2 are registered trademarks, and Proprinter and Micro Channel are trademarks, of International Business Machines Corporation. PRODIGY is a ' · 
registered trademark of Prodigy Services Company, a partnership of IBM and Sears. Microsoft is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. hDC Windows Express, hDC 
Windows Manager and hDC Windows Color are trademarks of hDC Computer Corporation. 80386SX is a trademark of Intel Corporation. © IBM Corp. 1989 
- · 
c::.. 





.. Now! · 
.. -; our Lowest Prices Of The· Year On Everything You Need! .· 
· · · ·• -'·. : . . .·Evervth.ing ·1s On Sale! Nothing Held Back! · · 
-•.· . All These Famous' Names... . . . . . . , . 
· Rossignol • K2 • Atomic • Dynastar • N9rdi.c~ • Lange • San Marco • Heierling • sa·lomon • M~rker • Tyrolia 
_ Burton • CB Spam• Obermeyer• Tyrolia • Patagonia• Europa • Kombi • Medalist •• ~and many mo.re! : 
Sav up to 59°/o on Skis! 
Rossigno·1 · -Dynastar 













Not every size • 
• available- · . 
- _ Hurry for best 
selecnon! 
Save $141.00 · Save $111.00-$126~00 ·· 
K2 · \, Rossignol Equipe SCi Purple 
Orig. $280.00, .. ................ ...... ...... $178.95 
K2 LES Limtted . . 
Orig. $290.00 .. .... ....... .......... ....... $239.95 · 
RPS$ignol STS Carbon Black . 
Orig. $340.00 ...................... ;.• ...... $249.95 
Atomic 533 CE · , · . . 
Orig. $375.00 ....... ... ... .. ...... ....... $298.95 ~ 
Rossignol 4S Kevlar 
Orig. $430.00 .. ...... : ........... ... , ...... $329.95 
·. Comp RS 
$16895 
Save $121.00 
SGI Ski & Boot Reg $5s.oo 
· Bag Combo s3995 
Two Great Bags at one Low Price! 
Smith-' Carrera & All Bone hex 
Bolle Goggles Sunglasses 
· Up To 51J°lo0ff · 15-3O%.0ff 
12 Days Only! 9/28 -10/9 
-. AH 1990 .. 
. ' CB Sports 
. Skiwear 












1 Your Full Service Ski Shoo! . 
ACTiii~~iPORTS 
. · ou.T.• •·T·· ~~ine - . · &,I~ Outlet · -






~ Route 1, l;(ittery, Maine• (207) 439-6543 MasterCard • Visa • American Express 
Notevery item in every sile.(}uantilies may vary/Some itemS limmdlSoole intennediate markdowns taken/Some artwork tor.repre
sentalitfl only/Sony, no rainch~ot respoosi~ for ~raphic:al errors 
,I 
good? 
Maybe it is the way he 
throws into -double coverage 
instead of running for the sure 
first dow_n. Who needs first 
downs? The name of the game 
is touchdowns; not first downs. 
He ~ould rather throw an in-
terception thall'force th~ team 
to punt. Punting is for wimps._ 
Throwing into Jriple coverage · 
is much better. 
Or maybe it is the way 
he sprawls to the turf when-
ever any-riot necessarily many 
- defensive players cross the ~ 
line of scrimmage. He does it so 
well. So consistently. Evei:ytime 
he dives to the ground instead 
of looking · down field to find 
PAGE25 • 
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SCOREBOARD 
Men's Soccer Stats (1-3-1) 
Scoring -
G · Gs . A Pts 
Bi-ennq,n 5 2 . 1 5 -
Truscott 5 2. 0 4 
Bjork 5 1 0 2 
Pearsall 5 1 0 2 
-- McKim 5 0 1 1 
-Peck 5 - 0 , i I' 
Jacobsen 5 0 0 ' .. , 0 
Wehrwein 5 0 0 0 
UNH 5 6 · 2 14 
OPP 5 8 3 19 
Goalte~ding r 
G Mns GA SvsGAASV/G · 
DeGre_gorio 4 375 7 22 1.68 5.28 
Ctilberson 2 - 165 - 1 9 0.55 4.91 
women's Soccer Stats 
(3-3)' 
sc·oring 
G Gs As Pts 
McLaughlin 6' 5 2 12 
Sydlowski 6 5 0 10 
·Weinberg 6 
-~ 0 5 5 
Christie 6 2 0 4 
Weston 6 :.,1 .. 1 , 3 
,Young 6 ·1 1 3 
Berge-ron 6 1· . 1 3 
UNH 6 16 14 46 
OPP 6 9 4 22 
Goal tending 
'-
G M Svs S% Gs GAA 
Lewis 5 360 54 .871 8 2.0 
Leonhardt 2 180 14 .933 1 0.5 
UNH 6 540 68 .883 9 L5 
~~~ g ~,g ~a ~a, Jg 2~ 
FOOTBALL STATISTICS 
R-ushing 
G No Yds Avg. 
Ford 2 35 175 5.0 
Gallager · 2 11 61 " · 5.5 
Bartbwy , 2 4' 39 9.8 
Bourassa 2 1 '11 11.0 
Cripps 2 2 5 · 2.5 
G:riffm · 2 · ~ 15 · -3 . 0.8 
UNH -2 ·,. 68 288 4.2 













G No Yds Avg 
2 6 54 9.0 
2 · 5 57 11.4 
2 5 55 11.0 
2 4 43 _- 10.8 
2 3 22 
2 2 29 
2 . 2 13 
. 2 1 18 
2 28 291 
2 30 414 
G . Comp .Att 
2 28 ' 68 
















0 11 . 












3 . 41 
Int _ TD 
3 0 
0 -3 
G No Yds Avg LG 
2 15 507 33.8 53 
2 13 - 513 39.5 61 
G Ts- .Asst Total 
Reap 2 16 8 24 
Tychsen 2· 7 9 16 
Jordan '.2- 7 8 15 
Joy 2 8 7 15 
Beatty 2 11 3 14 
Jones 2 ·"- 9 2 11 
Grade 2 6 4 10 
Maine · 3-0 4-0 
Delaware 2-0 3-0 
UConn 1-0 2~1 
Villanova · 1-1 2-2 
URI 1-l 1-2 
UlV{ass 0-1 1-1-1 
BU 0~1 0:..3 
-.Richmond 0-2 1-3 .. . •' 
0--2 0-2 ··uNH ' ... ' 
Saturday's Games 
New Hampshire v. Delaware 
Massachusetts v. Boston U. 
-Richmond v. Mante 
C_onnecticut v. Yale 
Rhode . Island v. Brown 




Connecticut 20 · - New Hampshire 10 
Maine 40 Massachusetts · 23 
Dartmouth 21 Boston U. 20 
Delaware · 41 West Chester 21 
Northeastern 1 7 Rhode Island , 0 
· Richmond _ 27 VMI 22 
Villanova -38 Colombia · 0 
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Sunday· .at- -_ ·-, 
2p.:m_ at .the 
Field House 
Quiz? 
When was the 
last tim.e the 
UNH football . 
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The football team will hopefully ha~e Mark Carr back in their ranks this weekend, to help 
brig home a win (Mike, Parnham photo). 
'Cats lookfor first win 
· By Jeff Novotny Maine's not going to lose three Delaware's_ strong 
Still looking for their . conference games, and I don't rushing attack concerns 
first win of the season; the think Delaware will either." Bowes. 
-Wildcat football teamtravelsto· ~. ·" . Delaware unleashes a "If we havea defensive 
Delaware this Saturday to fine defensive team, led by All- weakness, it may he against 
the run because we're not that 
bat1:le the unbeaten Blue Hens.. American.defensive tackle Mike 
The 'Cats need a win to avoid Renna and middle linebacker big up front;" said Bowes. · 
. starting a season 0-3 for the Rob Wolfold. All the factors seem to 
be in Delaware's favor, but Blue 
first time since 1980. The key to the Wild-
Delaware, last ye.ar's cats offensive . success will be Hen's Head Coach Tubby Ray-
Yankee Conference Champs, their ability to protect their mond is not taking this game 
boostedtheirrecordto3-0with quarterback, saiG Bowes. lightly. 
41 21 t w t th th "We realize that . they 
. a . ,_ vie ory over es "The ing at concerns have lost to two of the finest 
Chester last week. They have me .the most is the pass rush teams in the conference, UConn 
also beaten Yankee Conference that they have been able to put 
rivals_ Boston University, · 28- · .on people and their ability to and _Maine," said Raymond· 
21.-and Rhode Island, 21-12. · getfothequarterback, "he said. "(UNH) may have ·the beSt de-
It seems too early iri "They like to cover the receivers fense in the conference and 
the season to be playing a "must man to man and come after (Norm) Ford is a great back. We 
game," but that's exactly what . you... ' are looking for a great football 
game." UNH Head Coach Bill Bowes The strength of the Blue 
called this one. - Hen's offense is their running "It's tough playing the 
"Interms ofus staying game, which has aveq:lged 245 top three teams in. the confer-
in the conference race, it's a yards, and senior-halfback Gil ence to-start the season, but all 
must game," said Bowes. "If we Knight has added 209, incl1:1d- we cart do is juSt go out arid 
go 0-3, we can kiss the Yankee ing a career high ofl51 last play the games," said Bowes. 
Conference title go_odbye. week. "Ifwe play well, we can win." 
Field. hockey · 
sticks Brown, 2-0 
Advances record to 7-1 
By Liisa Reimann 
After a few days of - Althougl;i tired from all 
strenuous and fast paced the recent action, the UNH 
games, · the UNH field hockey team was offensive, with sopho-
team relaxed theirstrideaijttle more Brenda Canning scoring 
anq still managed to beat Brown the initial goal, from the field~ 
University, 2-0, on We5inesday._ in the frrst half. 
"We <;lidn't play a great, •' "It wasn't · a finessy 
game, but that we were still. game, it was scrappy," said 
able to win is a sign of a good Brady. "[Brown] was really 
team,," said Co-captain Cyndi aggressive," she added. 
Caldwell. Unable to play_ her The final goal came 
finalseasonduetorecentknee- from senior Shelly Robinson . 
. surgery, C~dwell travels with Falling into tiJ.e net off a re-
the team and ass1sts the bound shot on the corner, in 
· coaches. the second half, · the goal ir:--
"It was a good game, reparablywidened the_distance 
butnotoneofourbest," agreed between·-thetwo teams, secur- . 
Karen Brady, also co-captain. ing UNH's triumph. · 
According to . Brady, the 'Cats The lady 'Cats will be 
entered the game anticipating looking to carve another notch : 
~ victory. _ , · on theirvictorystickwhen they 
"Brown isn't as strong travel to Providence College on 
a team as us," she said. · Sunday September 30th. 
UNH v. Delaware 
Place: Newark,_DE. 
' 
Time: Saturday l p;m. 
Notes: Delaware won last year's 
meeting .. 38-20. ~ .Delaware leads the 
series 12-~ ... UNH deferr-se has yet to 1 
intercept a pass ... A win over UNH ·would 
give Delaware _their best start since 1974, 4-0. 
Delaware coach Harold "Tubby." Raymond, 
in his 24th season has a career record of . 
/ " . 
192-74-2,' third on the NCAA Division I-AA 
list ... UNfl'is presentlylast in the YC. 
;J: ALL N TES 
By Jeff Novotny 
UNH quarterback Mark Carr, who has missed-the 
· first two games with mononucleosis, has been given the go 
ahead to see limited action this week, Bowes said. 
"The doctors don't feel that he should play a whole 
football game because of his strength, but he can get in for 
a limited time. Griffin will start the game. We'll have to take 
into consideration how we're doing. ff we're ahead, say 28-
0, I don't think.I'll tak~ Griffin out. But we are anticipating-
the Mark Carr will get some playing time." .... Tailback No_rm 
Ford needs 138 more rushing yards to move into second 
place all-time for UNH.-. .. Saturday's game a,gainst Dela-
ware starts at 1:30 p.m. 
1.· 
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Because of poor weather, Harvard had the benefltolaggre&stve 
indoor practices, preparing them better fo~ play (Mike 
Parnham photo). 
Tennis ·passes to 
·Harvard, 8--1 
. \ . 
By Carol Christman 
Since losing to Ver-
mont, 5-4, way· back on Sep-
tember_ 9, the UNH women's 
tennis team has had thtee 
consec~tive yictories along with 
two postponements. That win-
ning streak ·was · broken 
Wednesday when UNH lost to 
Harvard's B-teain, 8 -1, bring-
ing their record to 3-2. 
Head Coach .Russ 
McCurdy felLhis team at first 
, was "awe~ by the surtound-
ir1gs." Haivard has many in-:-
door courts that their teams 
could practice in through these 
past few soggy days. UNH was 
~ Snively using ropes for n~ts 
ar..d tieing them to tlp~d over 
steps and dollies. · · · 
"I don't want to offer 
excuses.~ Mc<;::urdy said. "I saw 
a lot of good things outthere. -
We had a chance to win a lot of 
matches. We played well at 
ttmes, but we failed to exploit 
th:;it." 
There we.re two · tie 
breaker sets in the singles and 
three more in_ the doubles 
during Wednesday's meeting. 
The rest of tlie matches were all 
fairly close including the match 
of number three seed UNH 
junior Kara McKenna. McK-
enna lost to Debbie Cohen 7 -5, 
7-5. 
"We h.;tve just as much 
potential," McKenna said. 
· "'Ibey just took advantage that 
day." . . 
Senior captain and 
UNH number one seed Liz 
Lerner dropped her match to 
Niki Rival 7-6, (7-4), 6-3. The 
match dug even deeper for 
· ~mer though. It's kind of ironic 
that Lerner has been compet-
ing against someone for so long 
and her last name is Rival. She 
has been playing against Rival 
since· she was eight and has 
never beaten her. 
"I mentally, let it -(the 
match} &lip away,,i ,she ·said. 
Lerrierfelt that the whole team 
play;ed haid every match. 
"The mental edge they 
(Harvard) had over us by we 
being the underdogs snuck up 
on us," said Lerner. 
UNH did have one sole 
victor. Number six seed Marci · 
Calderwood defeated Harvard's . . 
Kirsten Dirken 6-3, 6-4. 
The FirstAnnualNorth 
Atlantic Womtn's Tennis 
Championships will be held this 
weekend at the University of 
Vermont. Coach Mccurdy feels 
that if the .Wildcats "get sec-
ond, we'll be ill good shape." 
'Cats soar over Eagles 
An outstanding team eff.qrt 
By Lisa Sandford Boston's first score 
. In what Assistant came at the 20 minute mark, 
Coach Deb Belkin called "the when Eagle Nicole Kondi came 
1most intense 9.0 minute game up with aright-to-:left crossing 
that we've played so far,"the _shot that sailed just over the 
UNH women team pulled out a fingertips of New Hampshire 
3-2 .win against the defending _ goalkeeperJillLewisandknot-
ECAC Champion, Boston Col- _ted the score at one. The assist 
lege Eagles yesterday. went to Abbie Wallner. 
"It was on outstanding BC made several_ more 
effort by every player," said scoring threats in the next 20 
Jie~d Coach Marge Anderson. minutes, but the defense of 
. "It was a team performance. _sweeper Maura Naughton and 
People were given specific roles goalie Lewis prevented the 
. and assignments, and they Eaglesfromscoringagain, until 
carried them out perfectly." Rachel Sheridan slipped a .shot 
New Hampshire · pa.st a diving Lewis. BC tempo-
wasted no time in establishing · rartly took a 2-1 lead. 
a lead. A mere 1:06 into the . Justtwominuteslater, 
game, ~endyYoungfedawait- Wildca_t Diane McLoughlin's 
ing Marr Beth Sydlowski, shot , off an Ellen We_inberg 
whose comer shot was good, to feeder glided thrqugh the hands 
put the 'Cats up 1-0. of BC netminder Teresa Pruett 
· Neither team domi- to once again tie the score. 'J;'he 
nated the opening stance, but two teams· went into halftime 
both UNH and BC managed to as evenly matched as at the 
keep a great deal of pressure start of the contesL 
on their opponents' defense. . UNH came out of the 
The Wildcats had a total of 11 · interniissionandagainjumped 
firsthalf shots on goai, and the outtoaquicklead,this time for 
. Eagles. were close behin9 with good. _ I :17 into the seeond, 
nine. Cheryl Bergeron's . shot was 
;::lIIitll[I\~IlI!mrn11iil~!Ilil:::::::: 
Diane McLoughlin rushes away 
photo). 
deflected and Sydlowski scored 
on the rebound to chalk up per 
second goal o( the day. 
McLoughlin, Sydlow-
. ski, :~~d Weinberg contim.i:ed 
to pose a 'scoring threat 
throughout the gaJile, but BC 
kept most of the, action in the 
·. New Hampshire end of the field 
for the remainder of the sec-
ond. The Wildcat defense stood 
tough,though,notallowingthe 
· Eagles another .goal, and UNH 
held on to their slim 3-2 lead 
for the harq:fotJght Win. 
· Co~ch Anderson was 
more 'than, pleased with the 
:wildcats' impressive team ef-
fort. a 
"I would nap:ie an out-
stan_ding player or players, but 
that would mean listing our 
whole ros(er," said Anderson. 
"Today, even if they didn't even 
step onto the field, every- p:ayer 
contributed in some way to the 
. win.•" 
The Wildcats next 
match will be on Sunday, when 
they host Providence College at 
2:oop.m. 
/ 
